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Old Yeller
SORT

Name

Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 1 Day 1 1

Home Activity Your child is learning to add word endings -ed and -ing. Ask your child which base 
words changed when the endings were added, and which base words stayed the same.

Adding -ed and -ing

Word Sort Sort the list words by their endings.

 -ed
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 -ing
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. answered
 2. answering
 3. traveled
 4. traveling
 5. chopped
 6. chopping
 7. qualified
 8. qualifying
 9. panicked
 10. panicking

 11. interfered
 12. interfering
 13. omitted
 14. omitting
 15. magnified
 16. magnifying
 17. patrolled
 18. patrolling
 19. skied
 20. skiing

Challenge Words
 21. mimicked
 22. mimicking
 23. dignified
 24. dignifying
 25. staggered
 26. staggering

Challenge Words

 -ed
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

23. ___________________

Generalization When adding -ed and -ing, some base words change and 
some words stay the same: answered, panicking, omitted, qualified.

 -ing
24. ___________________

25. ___________________

26. ___________________
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PRACTICE

2 Unit 1 Week 1 Day 2 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child used words with -ed and -ing endings. Say a list word and have your child 
use it in a sentence.

Adding -ed and -ing

Words in Context Write the list word that completes each sentence.

 1. When I heard the warnings about the tornado, I almost ___.

 2. Charlie spent the whole day ___ wood.

 3. I ___ the phone as soon as it started ringing.

 4. Ellen hopes she will be ___ for the state finals in the spelling bee.

 5. The explorers ___ the world in search of the lost ancient city.

 6. The karate expert ___ through a board with his bare hand.

 7. Stella used a ___ glass to take a closer look at the ant.

 8. I wish my sister would stop ___ with my studies.

 9. Juan has been on the slopes taking ___ lessons.

 10. The helicopter ___ the area looking for lost hikers.

 11. This summer my family will be ___ to California by car.

 12. Lia realized she was ___ some important facts from her report.

Word Groups Write the list word that fits into each group.

 13. upsetting, distressing, ___

 14. responding, replying, ___

 15. competent, prepared, ___

 16. enhanced, enlarged, ___

 17. disrupted, disturbed, ___

 18. skated, slid, ___

 19. guarding, inspecting, ___

 20. left out, skipped, ___

 1. _______________

2. _______________

 3. _______________

4. _______________

 5. _______________

6. _______________

7. _______________

8. _______________

9. _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
answered answering traveled traveling chopped
chopping qualified qualifying panicked panicking
interfered interfering omitted omitting magnified
magnifying patrolled patrolling skied skiing
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Name Old Yeller
PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with -ed and -ing endings. Ask your child to spell 
the list words he or she did not write when answering the questions on this page. 

Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 1 Day 3 3

  

Adding -ed and -ing
Proofread a Report Circle five words in this report that are spelled 
incorrectly. Write them correctly on the lines. Find a sentence with improper 
capitalization. Write it correctly on the line.

Hybrid Cars

Some people think the efficiency of hybrid cars has been 
magnified. A hybrid car uses more than one source of 
energy while travelling. It combines a gasoline engine 
with a rechargeable electric battery.

Because a hybrid uses electricity for extra power, its 
gas engine is smaller and lighter. When stopped at a red 
light, the battery takes over, omiting use of the engines. 

Some people think the efficiency of hybrid cars has been 
magnifyed. however because, they get better gas mileage, 
they save fuel. Hybrid cars give off fewer exhaust fumes
which avoids interferring with our air quality. This is one 
way technology is answerring our pollution problems.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________

6. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word in each pair that is spelled correctly. 
Write the word.

 7. skiing skeing

 8. patroled patrolled

 9. interfered interferred

 10. chopping choping

 11. travled traveled

 12. magnifying magnifing

Spelling Words

answered
answering
traveled
traveling
chopped
chopping
qualified
qualifying
panicked
panicking

interfered
interfering
omitted
omitting
magnified
magnifying
patrolled
patrolling
skied
skiing

Spelling Words

7. _______________

8. _______________

9. _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 grabbed
 swimming
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4 Unit 1 Week 1 Day 4 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words ending in -ed and -ing. Ask your child to choose 
several words and use them in a sentence.

Adding -ed and -ing

Word Scramble Unscramble the list words and write them on the lines.

 1. gsnkii

 2. gmnaigynfi

 3. gonmitti

 4. ignnitreerf

 5. gqnuiaylfi

 6. daenrsew

 7. ckgpanini

 8. opcpdeh

 9. tomdeit

 10. veltraing

Words in Context Use list words to complete the news report about a tornado.

  The tornado that tore through town yesterday caused tremendous damage. People 

(11)____ as they watched it approach before fleeing to seek shelter. The high winds 

(12)____ with power and water supplies, and the heavy rains (13)____ the problem. In one 

unusual case, a billboard fell on an abandoned car, (14)____ it neatly in half. In the storm’s 

aftermath, police and rescue workers (15)____ the area. Other rescue workers (16)____

from other cities to help the survivors.

11. ______________ 12. ______________ 13. ______________

14. ______________ 15. ______________ 16. ______________

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 7. ___________________

8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

Spelling Words
answered answering traveled traveling chopped
chopping qualified qualifying panicked panicking
interfered interfering omitted omitting magnified
magnifying patrolled patrolling skied skiing
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Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 2 Day 1 5

Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with short vowels. Tell your child that the sentence 
Let it stop at us can be used to help them remember the short vowel sounds. 

Short Vowels

Word Sort Sort the list words according to the short vowels they contain.

 short a
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

 short e
5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

 short i
9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 short o
 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 short u
17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. damage
 2. gentle
 3. injury
 4. palace
 5. cottage
 6. honesty
 7. mustard
 8. legend
 9. clumsy
 10. message

 11. modify
 12. ruffle
 13. glimpse
 14. strict
 15. dungeon
 16. fender
 17. fantastic
 18. dignity
 19. property
 20. cannon

Challenge Words
 21. reconcile
 22. hippopotamus
 23. lozenge
 24. insulation
 25. glamorous

Challenge Words

 short a
21. ___________________

 short e
22. ___________________

 short i
23. ___________________

Generalization Short a is usually spelled a: damage. Short e is usually 
spelled e: gentle. Short i is usually spelled i: injury. Short o is usually spelled 
o: cottage. Short u is usually spelled u: clumsy.

 short o
24. ___________________

 short i and o
25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with short vowels. Say a list word and ask your child to identify 
the short vowel in the word.

Short Vowels

Synonyms Write the list word that means almost the same as each word or phrase below.

 1. big gun

 2. belongings

 3. honor

 4. jail 

 5. see 

 6. change

 7. awkward

 8. communication

 9. myth

 10. integrity

 11. cabin

 12. castle

 13. wound

 14. kind

 15. harm

Context Clues Write the list word that completes each sentence.

 16. A hot dog tastes better with ___.

 17. The band’s new song is ___.

 18. The accident left a dent in the car’s ___.

 19. Most students think the teacher is ___ but fair.

 20. The costume designer sewed a ___ on the skirt.

 1. _______________

2. _______________

 3. _______________

4. _______________

 5. _______________

6. _______________

7. _______________

8. _______________

9. _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

13. _______________

14. _______________

 15. _______________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
damage gentle injury palace cottage
honesty mustard legend clumsy message
modify ruffle glimpse strict dungeon
fender fantastic dignity property cannon
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Name Mother Fletcher’s Gift
PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with short vowels. Say a list word and ask your 
child to use it in a sentence.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 2 Day 3 7

  

Short Vowels
Proofread a Letter Circle six words in this letter that are spelled incorrectly. 
Write them correctly. Find a sentence with improper punctuation. Write it 
correctly on the line.

Dear Editor,

I’m sorry, “but” I have to disagree with your writer’s 
review of the recent concert. He wrote that the show 
wasn’t worth seeing. In my honest opinion, the show 
was fantastack. The fake cannan explosion at the end 
was great, the backdrop of a huge ancient palice was 
beautiful, and the music was the best. At the end of the 
concert we expressed are appreciation with loud cheers. 
In all honisty, I think your writer should modafy his 
review.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word in each group that is spelled correctly. 
Write the word.

 8. dungin dungun dungeon dungen

 9. damage damege damige dammage

 10. mustird mustard musterd moustard

 11. message messege messige messidge

 12. gentel jentle gentle gentell

 13. dignity dygnity dignty dignety

 14. proprty propertie proparty property

 15. glympse glimps glimpse glimpce

 16. fender finder fendir fendere

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 our
 we’re

damage
gentle
injury
palace
cottage
honesty
mustard
legend
clumsy
message

modify
ruffle
glimpse
strict
dungeon
fender
fantastic
dignity
property
cannon

Spelling Words

8. _______________

9. _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

13. _______________

14. _______________

15. _______________

16. _______________
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Home Activity Your child has been learning to spell words with short vowel sounds. Ask your child to 
pick two list words and use them together in a sentence.

Short Vowels

Word Search Find and circle ten list words in the word search. Write them on the lines.

 W E F T Y H U I O P L M N V G T S T

 E F A L E G E N D C L U M S Y M T G

 T Y N O I U Y T F D F W E W E U R J

 L U T A S D F G H J K S S J N S I I

 E W A P R O P E R T Y T S N K T C N

 I K S R U F F L E H J R A L O A T J

 S W T Q W E R T Y U I I G A S R Y U

 P O I F E N D E R Y H C E V C D H R

 E R C T Y B N U J I K M K O L P N Y

Drawing Conclusions Write the list word that fits each clue.

 11. This makes a big booming sound. 

 12. Proud people behave with this.

 13. This is a prison. 

 14. When you change something you do this to it. 

 15. Natural disasters can cause a lot of this. 

 16. A kind person is usually also this. 

 17. They say this is the best policy. 

 18. This is a small house. 

 19. This is where royalty lives. 

 20. This is what you do when you see something for just a moment.

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

Spelling Words
damage gentle injury palace cottage
honesty mustard legend clumsy message
modify ruffle glimpse strict dungeon
fender fantastic dignity property cannon

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________
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Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 3 Day 1 9

Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with vowels combined with the letter r. Ask your 
child how many ways the /or/ sound can be spelled. 

Vowel Sounds with r

Word Sort Sort the list words according to the vowel and 
r combinations.

 /or/
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

 /er/
6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 /ar/
16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. porch
 2. servant
 3. shore
 4. disturb
 5. market
 6. margin
 7. worth
 8. purchase
 9. kernel
 10. perhaps

 11. ignore
 12. concern
 13. attorney
 14. barge
 15. detergent
 16. corridor
 17. ornament
 18. artistic
 19. particle
 20. nervous

Challenge Words
 21. trustworthy
 22. versatile
 23. particular
 24. porcelain
 25. carbohydrate

Challenge Words

 /or/
21. ___________________

 /er/
22. ___________________

23. ___________________

Generalization The vowel /or/ can be spelled or and ore: porch, shore. 
The vowel sound /2r/ can be spelled er, or, and ur: servant, worth, disturb. 
The vowel sound /ar/ can be spelled ar: market.

 /ar/
24. ___________________

25. ___________________

˙˙

˙˙

^

^

˙

˙

˙˙

^

^
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with vowel sounds with r. Say a list word and ask your child 
how it is different from its antonym.

Vowel Sounds with r

Definitions Write the list word that matches the definition.

 1. a lawyer

 2. a small piece or bit of something

 3. a type of soap

 4. to pay no attention to something

 5. creative and interested in various art forms

 6. to buy something

 7. area where water meets land

 8. a type of boat used to haul cargo

 9. a hallway

 10. monetary or other value

 11. a seed or piece of grain

 12. to bother or annoy

 13. a store or place to buy things

 14. another word for maybe

 15. a decorative item

 16. open structure on front or side of a house

Antonyms Write the list word that is the opposite of each word.

 17. calm

 18. indifference

 19. center

 20. master

 1. _______________

2. _______________

 3. _______________

4. _______________

 5. _______________

6. _______________

7. _______________

8. _______________

9. _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

13. _______________

14. _______________

 15. _______________

 16. _______________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

 19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
porch servant shore disturb market
margin worth purchase kernel perhaps
ignore concern attorney barge detergent
corridor ornament artistic particle nervous
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Name Viva New Jersey
PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with vowel sounds with r. Say a list word, spell it 
incorrectly, and ask your child to spell it correctly.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 3 Day 3 11

  

Vowel Sounds with r
Proofread an Article Read this article about yard sales. Circle five words
that are spelled incorrectly. Write them correctly on the lines. Find a sentence
with a capitalization error. Write it correctly on the line.

Having a Yard Sale

Choose a date and start gathering all your items together. 
Tools, ornaments, clothing, and toys are faverite items to 
sell. put a price tag on everything. Put an advertisement 
in the local newspaper. Post artistick signs around your 
neighborhood advertising the sale. Every body loves 
a bargain so people may arrive early hoping to make 
a good purchas. Perhaps your ad should specify that 
there will be no sales before the time the sale starts. 
Remember that some communities have laws about yard 
sales. Find out about the local rules before you put your 
items on the markit.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________

6. ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle two list words in each sentence that are spelled 
incorrectly. Write the words correctly on the lines.

The servent used detrgent to wash the sheets. 

7. ________________ 8. _________________

The loyer told her client to sit in the coridor outside the courtroom. 

9. ________________ 10. _________________

Please don’t ignor my consern.

11. ________________ 12. _________________

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 favorite
 everybody

porch
servant
shore
disturb
market
margin
worth
purchase
kernel
perhaps

ignore
concern
attorney
barge
detergent
corridor
ornament
artistic
particle
nervous

Spelling Words
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Viva New Jersey
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12 Unit 1 Week 3 Day 4 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child has combined word parts to form list words. Ask your child to review how 
the sounds /or/, /2r/, and /ar/ can be spelled.

Vowel Sounds with r

Syllable Match Put the words together. Write each word on the line.

 1. ig  cern

 2. per nel

 3. con gent

 4. ker ket

 5. attor chase

 6. pur ney

 7. deter nore

 8. mar haps

Word Scramble Unscramble the list words and write them on the lines.

 9. rowth

 10. garbe

 11. snueorv

 12. eplacrit

 13. cairttsi

 14. rcoodrir

 15. tonrenma

 16. nmiagr

 17. bdriust

 18. esrho

 19. tsnearv

 20. hpcor

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
porch servant shore disturb market
margin worth purchase kernel perhaps
ignore concern attorney barge detergent
corridor ornament artistic particle nervous

˙˙^
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Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 4 Day 1 13

Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with difficult spellings. Ask your child to tell 
something he or she does to help remember how to spell some of the list words. 

Difficult Spellings

Word Sort Sort the list words by their letter combinations.

 er
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 re
3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 ie
5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

 ei
 10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

 el
 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 le
15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

 er and ei
19. ___________________

 re and le
20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. fierce
 2. weird
 3. piece
 4. perceive
 5. perfume
 6. preserve
 7. soldier
 8. model
 9. multiple
 10. fuel

 11. briefcase
 12. retrieve
 13. deceit
 14. perception
 15. vegetable
 16. preferable
 17. rectangle
 18. bushel
 19. pinnacle
 20. preliminary

Challenge Words
 21. tremendous
 22. kaleidoscope
 23. persuade
 24. unyielding
 25. preposterous

Challenge Words

 ei
21. ___________________

 ie
22. ___________________

Generalization Watch for letter combinations that are hard to keep in order: 
perfume, preserve, fierce, weird, model, multiple.

 re
23. ___________________

24. ___________________

 er
25. ___________________
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14 Unit 1 Week 4 Day 2 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child wrote words with difficult spellings. Ask your child to pick a word group and 
explain why the list word belongs in that group. 

Difficult Spellings

Complete the Sentences Write the list word that completes each sentence.

 1. My favorite ___ is celery. 

 2. Uncle Tony picked a whole ___ of tomatoes. 

 3. My mother left her ___ full of papers at her office. 

 4. My dog loves to ___ sticks that I throw in the pond.

 5. I dislike dishonesty and ___. 

 6. I would like to achieve the ___ of success as an athlete. 

 7. I came in first in the ___ competition. 

 8. My sister wants to be a fashion ___ when she gets older. 

 9. She wears so much ___ that I can smell it from the next room. 

 10. My uncle is a ___ serving in the armed forces. 

 11. I can’t find the last ___ of this jigsaw puzzle. 

 12. Lions are ___ and deadly predators.

 13. Food is like ___ for your body. 

 14. I have ___ copies of the same comic book.

 15. A square and a ___ have four sides.

Classifying Write the list word that belongs in each group.

 16. desirable, better, preferred, ___ 

 17. idea, sensation, vision, ___ 

 18. conserve, save, keep, ___ 

 19. observe, notice, comprehend, ___ 

 20. odd, strange, peculiar, ___ 

 1. _______________

2. _______________

 3. _______________

4. _______________

 5. _______________

6. _______________

7. _______________

8. _______________

9. _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

13. _______________

14. _______________

 15. _______________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

 19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
fierce weird piece perceive perfume
preserve soldier model multiple fuel
briefcase retrieve deceit perception vegetable
preferable rectangle bushel pinnacle preliminary
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Name Saving the Rain Forests
PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Say a list word and ask your child to spell the 
word aloud.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 1 Week 4 Day 3 15

  

Difficult Spellings
Proofread the Story Circle five words in this story that are spelled 
incorrectly. Write them correctly. Find a sentence with an incorrect verb form.
Write the sentence correctly.

Overcoming Stage Fright
Lisa is excited, but nervous about performing at 

the school talent show. She has vivid memories of 
the night she discovered stage fright. She remembers 
how wierd and sick she felt. She knows she felt 
better once she began to dance, and gave a modle 
performance. She never wants to feel that horrible 
again.

So, she research stage fright. She learned that 
many of the world’s top performers get stage fright, 
and that it can be prefrable to overconfidence. Stage 
fright heightens purception and helps performers 
reach the pinacle of their ability. This time she will 
prepare herself by recalling happy moments from her 
past. She will gain confidence from knowing that she 
never looks as nervous as she feels.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________

6. __________________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word in each group that is spelled correctly. 
Write the word.

 7. modle  model  modal

 8. preserve  perserve  presurve

 9. peice  peise  piece

 10. pinacle  pinnacle  pinnakle

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 field
 don’t

fierce
weird
piece
perceive
perfume
preserve
soldier
model
multiple
fuel

briefcase
retrieve
deceit
perception
vegetable
preferable
rectangle
bushel
pinnacle
preliminary

Spelling Words

 7. ______________

 8. ______________

 9. ______________

 10. ______________
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16 Unit 1 Week 4 Day 4 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child has unscrambled list words and spelled them correctly. Ask your child to 
pick a list word and use it in a sentence.

Difficult Spellings

Word Scramble Unscramble the list words and write them on the lines.

 1. yprraenliim 

 2. ebsraicef 

 3. eplicnan 

 4. erveetri 

 5. lbeuhs 

 6. tdieec 

 7. erlegcnta

 8. npoeirtcpe 

 9. eplrbeafre 

 10. evlebgaet 

Analogies Write the list word that completes each analogy.

 11. Food is to human as ___ is to car. 

 12. Happy is to sad as gentle is to ___. 

 13. One is to many as single is to ___. 

 14. Whole is to ___ as book is to page. 

 15. Odd is to ordinary as ___ is to normal. 

 16. Doctor is to heal as ___ is to fight. 

 17. Discard is to dispose as save is to ___.

 18. Smell is to ___ as see is to sunset. 

 19. Observe is to ___ as comprehend is to understand. 

 20. Fashion is to ___ as football is to player.

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
fierce weird piece perceive perfume
preserve soldier model multiple fuel
briefcase retrieve deceit perception vegetable
preferable rectangle bushel pinnacle preliminary
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell plural and possessive words. Ask your child what an 
apostrophe in a word means. 

Plural or Possessive

Word Sort Sort the list words by plurals or possessive.

 Plural
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

 Possessive
6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. country’s
 2. countries’
 3. countries
 4. its
 5. ours
 6. theirs
 7. hers
 8. library’s
 9. libraries’
 10. libraries

 11. niece’s
 12. nieces’
 13. nieces
 14. crow’s
 15. crows
 16. witness’s
 17. witnesses’
 18. witnesses
 19. secretary’s
 20. secretaries’

Challenge Words
 21. congress’s
 22. congresses
 23. communities’
 24. communities
 25. April Fool’s Day

Challenge Words

 Plural
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

Generalization  Form possessives in these ways: singular nouns—add 
an apostrophe (’) and s: country’s; plural nouns ending with s—add an 
apostrophe: countries’. Don’t add an apostrophe to form a possessive 
pronoun or a plural noun: its, libraries.

 Possessive
23. ____________________

24. ____________________

25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote plural and possessive words. Ask your child how to form a possessive 
pronoun. (Add an s, do not add an apostrophe.)

Plural or Possessive

Complete the Sentences Write the list word that completes each sentence.

 1. All the ___ desks are covered with file folders. 

 2. My young ___ birthday is next month. 

 3. All the ___ to the crime agreed on what they’d seen. 

 4. My two ___ bedroom has a window overlooking the park. 

 5. There were ___ in the trees outside my window. 

 6. I found a black ___ feather in the woods.

 7. It is a ___ duty to tell the truth.

 8. I have three nephews and two ___.

 9. The ___ job is to help the president with her appointments.

 10. All of the ___ accounts of the crime were the same. 

 11. There are two ___ in my town.

 12. Many ___ sign treaties with one another. 

 13. My local ___ book sale was full of bargains. 

 14. A ___ prosperity depends on its economic strength. 

 15. Our state ___ computer systems are all linked together. 

 16. Many ___ flags have stripes.

 17. My sister has a doll that is ___. 

 18. My dog has a ball that is ___. 

 19. My neighbors have a house that is ___. 

 20. My family has a house that is ___. 

 1. _______________

2. _______________

 3. _______________

4. _______________

 5. _______________

6. _______________

7. _______________

8. _______________

9. _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

13. _______________

14. _______________

 15. _______________

16. _______________

17. _______________

18. _______________

19. _______________

 20. _______________

Spelling Words
country’s countries’ countries its ours
theirs hers library’s libraries’ libraries
niece’s nieces’ nieces crow’s crows
witness’s witnesses’ witnesses secretary’s secretaries’
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Ask your child to think of and say sentences 
that contain list words.
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Plural or Possessive
Proofread a Journal Entry Read this journal entry. Circle five words that  
are spelled incorrectly. Write them correctly on the lines. Find a sentence  
with a punctuation error. Write it correctly on the line.

Dear Journal,

My nieces moved a month ago, and I still miss them? 
Suddenly we live in two different countries’. Sometimes 
we talk on the phone, but ours conversations are so 
long that they become to expensive. We write so much 
that if we had secretaries’ they’d be busy all the time. 
I probably will always miss my niece’s.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________

6. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Plural or Possessive For each sentence, decide if the missing word is 
plural or possessive. Circle the correct word and write it on the line.

 7. That ___ beak looks very sharp.

  crow’s   crows

 8. My ___ all have curly hair. 

  niece’s  nieces

 9. Almost all ___ have computers these days.

  libraries’ libraries

 10. The ___ all agreed on what happened.

  witnesses’ witnesses

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 too
 probably

country’s
countries’
countries
its
ours
theirs
hers
library’s
libraries’
libraries

niece’s
nieces’
nieces
crow’s
crows
witness’s
witnesses’
witnesses
secretary’s
secretaries’

Spelling Words

 7. ______________

 8. ______________

 9. ______________

 10. ______________
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Home Activity Your child has been learning to spell plural and possessive words. Ask your child to 
pick a list word, use it in a sentence, spell it, and say if it is plural or possessive.

Plural or Possessive

Categories Write the list word that belongs in each group.

 1. nephew’s, cousin’s, ___

 2. stores, offices, ___ 

 3. uncles’, aunts’, ___ 

 4. shops’, restaurants’, ___ 

 5. brothers, sisters, ___ 

 6. boutique’s, bookstore’s, ___ 

 7. robins, blue jays, ___ 

 8. its, his, ___ 

 9. sparrow’s, pelican’s, ___ 

 10. ours, its, ___ 

Word Choice Circle the correct list word. Write it on the line.

 11. The (witness’s, witnesses) disagreed in their accounts of the incident. 

 12. My experience at camp has had (it’s, its) ups and downs. 

 13. I have visited many (countries, countries’) in my travels. 

 14. A (secretary’s, secretaries’) work is never done. 

 15. My (country’s, countries) a great place to live. 

 16. Many (country’s, countries’) diplomats came together at the meeting. 

 17. It was the (witness’s, witnesses) account that made the case. 

 18. That is your table, this is (our’s, ours). 

 19. All the (secretary’s, secretaries) attended the conference. 

 20. Many of the (witness’s, witnesses’) accounts were different. 

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. _______________

12. _______________

 13. _______________

14. _______________

 15. _______________

 16. _______________

17. _______________

 18. _______________

19. _______________

 20. _______________

Spelling Words
country’s countries’ countries its ours
theirs hers library’s libraries’ libraries
niece’s nieces’ nieces crow’s crows
witness’s witnesses’ witnesses secretary’s secretaries’
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words that have more than two syllables. Ask your child to 
say and spell list words with four syllables. 

Multisyllabic Words I

Word Sort Sort the list words by the number of syllables the word has.

 3 syllables
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 4 syllables
3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 5 syllables
 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

 6 syllables
19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. possibility
 2. linear
 3. ridiculous
 4. artificial
 5. calculator
 6. competitive
 7. curiosity
 8. organization
 9. individual
 10. encyclopedia

 11. peony
 12. tarantula
 13. correspondent
 14. cauliflower
 15. optimistic
 16. enthusiastic
 17. sophisticated
 18. satisfactory
 19. irritable
 20. simultaneously

Challenge Words
 21. contemporary
 22. cinematography
 23. panoramic
 24. condominium
 25. Connecticut

Challenge Words

 4 syllables
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

Generalization Long words are often easier to spell if you study them 
syllable by syllable: pos si bil i ty.

 5 syllables
23. ____________________

24. ____________________

 6 syllables
25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child used list words to finish sentences. Select two or three words from the list 
and ask your child how to count the syllables in those words.

Multisyllabic Words I

Finish the Sentences Use a list word to finish each sentence. Write the word on the line.

 1. The news ___ reported about the big forest fire. 

 2. I’m feeling ___ today because I didn’t get enough sleep.

 3. One of my favorite vegetables is ___.

 4. I’m scared of spiders, so I’m sure a ___ would terrify me.

 5. I like to use my ___ to multiply large numbers. 

 6. That was the silliest, most ___ movie I’ve ever seen.

 7. The problem with some ___ flavors is that they taste bitter.  

 8. Pessimistic is the opposite of ___. 

 9. The ___ bush has many large, pink flowers. 

 10. My mom belongs to a charitable ___. 

 11. Everyone in town is ___ about our team winning the championship. 

 12. It is not recommended to watch television and do your 

homework ___. 

 13. Your grades are ___, but you could do better. 

 14. That fellow is dressed like a ___ gentleman. 

 15. I used an ___ to learn about the Roman Empire. 

 16. Taking the test early is a ___. 

 17. Our football team is very ___. 

 18. I bought ___ servings of applesauce. 

 19. The graph shows ___ growth. 

 20. The kitten gets into trouble because of her ___. 

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
possibility linear ridiculous artificial calculator
competitive curiosity organization individual encyclopedia
peony tarantula correspondent cauliflower optimistic
enthusiastic sophisticated satisfactory irritable simultaneously
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Ask your child to think of a word from the list 
with five syllables, spell it, and use that word in a sentence.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 2 Week 1 Day 3 23

  

Multisyllabic Words I
Proofread an Article Circle six spelling errors in this article. Write the  
words correctly. Then find a run-on sentence. Write it correctly.

Blueberries

Some contemperary studies show that blueberries 
are rich in antioxidants. These chemicals present the 
possability of preventing heart attacks, they may 
improve your eyesight, prevent brain impairment, 
and improve memory. If you want to be optemistic 
about your health, become enthuseastic about beutiful 
blueberry recipes. And remember, try not to use 
artaficial ingredients when you cook.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it.

 8. peony peonie

 9. lineare linear

 10. ridikulous ridiculous 

 11. tarantula taranteula

 12. cauliflour cauliflower

 13. calculater calculator 

 14. competitive competive 

 15. cureosity curiosity 

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 business
 beautiful

possibility
linear
ridiculous
artificial
calculator
competitive
curiosity
organization
individual
encyclopedia

peony
tarantula
correspondent
cauliflower
optimistic
enthusiastic
sophisticated
satisfactory
irritable
simultaneously

Spelling Words

 8. _____________________

 9. _____________________

 10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

 15. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell multisyllabic words. Ask your child to pick three list 
words from Exercises 11-20 and separate them into syllables.

Multisyllabic Words I

Separate the syllables Draw lines to separate the syllables in each list word. Write each word.

 1.  p o s s i b i l i t y

 2.  l i n e a r

 3.  r  i d i c u l o u s

 4.  a r t i f i c i a l

 5.  c a l c u l a t o r

 6.  c o m p e t i t i v e

 7.  c u r i o s i t y

 8.  p e o n y

 9.  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y

 10.  e n c y c l o p e d i a

Word Scramble Unscramble the list words and write them on the lines.

 11. miticoptsi

 12. aludidniiv

 13. ranattaul

 14. desostiphatci

 15. resptdencoron

 16. nooriganzati

 17. ysatorctfasi

 18. elbrriati

 19. caflerowuli

 20. thuticsiasen

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
possibility linear ridiculous artificial calculator
competitive curiosity organization individual encyclopedia
peony tarantula correspondent cauliflower optimistic
enthusiastic sophisticated satisfactory irritable simultaneously

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

 4. ___________________

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

 10. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child is learning about words with Latin roots. Ask your child to name and spell an 
example of one list word for each of the Latin roots in this lesson. 

Latin Roots I

Word Sort Sort the list words according to their Latin roots.

 duct
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

 pend
5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 nov
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 serv
 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 numer
18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. suspend
 2. pendant
 3. conductor
 4. novel
 5. productive
 6. numeral
 7. reserve
 8. numerous
 9. preserve
 10. pending

 11. pendulum
 12. deduction
 13. novelty
 14. numerator
 15. reservoir
 16. conservatory
 17. appendix
 18. impending
 19. induct
 20. innovative

Challenge Words
 21. aqueduct
 22. abduction
 23. perpendicular
 24. expenditure
 25. enumerate

Challenge Words

 duct
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

 numer
23. ___________________

Generalization The Latin root duct means “to lead,” pend means “hang,” 
nov means “new,” serv means “keep,” and numer means “number.”

 pend
24. ___________________

25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with Latin roots. Say a word from the list and ask your child to 
identify and define the Latin root.

Latin Roots I

Missing Words Write two list words to complete each sentence correctly.

You must (1) ____ the (2) ____ from the mechanism of the grandfather clock.

1. ____________________ 2. ____________________

This (3) ___ new device is quite a (4) ___.

3. ____________________ 4. ____________________

The book’s (5) ___ contains (6) ___ important facts.

5. ____________________ 6. ____________________

The (7) ___ vote will decide if they (8) ___ the player into the hall of fame.

7. ____________________ 8. ____________________

I plan to (9) ___ tickets for the (10) ___ concert. 

9. ____________________ 10. ____________________

The garden (11) ___ is next to the water (12) ___ near the park.

11. ____________________ 12. ____________________

Analogies Write list words to complete the analogies.

 13. Shirt is to collar as necklace is to ___.

 14. Band is to leader as orchestra is to ___.

 15. Buy is to purchase as number is to ___.

 16. Useless is to futile as effective is to ___.

 17. Waste is to discard as save is to ___.

 18. Bottom is to denominator as top is to ___.

 19. Song is to CD as chapter is to ___.

 20. Addition is to increase as subtraction is to ___.

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
suspend pendant conductor novel productive
numeral reserve numerous preserve pending
pendulum deduction novelty numerator reservoir
conservatory appendix impending induct innovative
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with Latin roots. Name a Latin root and have 
your child name and spell list words with that root.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 2 Week 2 Day 3 27

  

Latin Roots I
Proofread an Article Circle five misspelled words in the article. 
Write the words correctly. Find a sentence fragment. Write it correctly.

Using the Library

If your library uses a computer database, thats where to 
start. There are numerous ways to find a book.
Be inovative. Most systems will allow you to search by 
author, title, or subject. 

Make a list of as many call numbers on your topic as you 
can to be most preductive. Then find the section in the 
library that holds the call number of your item. When 
you find an item on the shelf. Check it’s appendixs and 
its index for other sources. If a book you need is already 
taken out, you can resirve it.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it.

8. pendulum  pendulun

9. deductiun deduction

10. reservoir  resevoir

11. pendant pendent

12. numberous numerous

13. suspend sespend

14. conductor conducter

15. cunservatory conservatory

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 it’s
 that’s

suspend
pendant
conductor
novel
productive
numeral
reserve
numerous
preserve
pending

pendulum
deduction
novelty
numerator
reservoir
conservatory
appendix
impending
induct
innovative

Spelling Words

8. ________________

9. ________________

10. ________________

11. ________________

12. ________________

13. ________________

14. ________________

15. ________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words with Latin roots. Ask your child to use list words 
in  sentences.

Latin Roots I

Word Search Find and circle twelve list words in the word search. Write the words on the lines.

 I N N O V A T I V E I  N D U C T N P X U

 M O S U S P E N D P E K D M N G L R C Y

 P V Y H N J U M F V G R V Q S C M O T D

 E E N O V E L P E N D A N T C V E D N E

 N L O L P R T U A P P E N D I X G U L D

 D T N U M E R O U S I J N H T F A C U B

 I Y P R E S E R V E J I O P L B T T C C

 N C O N S E R V A T O R Y C V B P I T T

 G W S R E S E R V O I R T G B N R V X I

 N U C E C A L R Y S E L V E V B N E R L

 I K L P S E N L U L U Z A S D F G H J N

Missing Letters Add letters to each Latin root to form a list word. 
Write each word.

13. pend ___ ___ ___

14. ___ ___ duct ___ ___ ___ 

15. numer ___ ___

16. ___ ___ serv ___

17. ___ ___ ___ duct ___ ___ 

18. pend ___ ___ ___ ___

19. numer ___ ___ ___ ___

20. ___ ___ ___ duct ___ ___ ___

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
suspend pendant conductor novel productive
numeral reserve numerous preserve pending
pendulum deduction novelty numerator reservoir
conservatory appendix impending induct innovative
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Home Activity Your child is learning about final syllable patterns. Ask your child to pick a list word and 
spell it the way it sounds.

Final Syllable Patterns

Word Sort Sort the list words by the spelling of the final syllable.

 al
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 le
3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

 or
5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 er
 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 en
15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 on
18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. ancestor
 2. hospital
 3. grumble
 4. sponsor
 5. superior
 6. escalator
 7. encounter
 8. shoulder
 9. skeleton
 10. forbidden

 11. appetizer
 12. identical
 13. abandon
 14. governor
 15. endeavor
 16. outspoken
 17. durable
 18. lengthen
 19. cinnamon
 20. interior

Challenge Words
 21. interpreter
 22. bachelor
 23. accelerator
 24. acquittal
 25. misdemeanor

Challenge Words

 al
21. ___________________

 er
22. ___________________

Generalization Vowels in final syllables often sound alike even when they 
are spelled differently: hospital, grumble, sponsor, shoulder, forbidden, 
abandon. 

 or
23. ___________________

24. ___________________

25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with final syllable patterns. Say words from the list and ask your 
child to spell them correctly. 

Final Syllable Patterns

Antonyms Write the list words that have opposite meanings.

1. exterior 

2. shorten 

3. descendant 

4. flimsy 

5. different 

6. allowed 

7. inferior 

8. shy 

Word Meaning Write a list word that matches each definition.

9. to leave behind

10. to attempt

11. a place for medical treatment 

12. a spice

13. a snack before a meal

14. the body’s framework

15. to meet

16. the joint above the arm

17. leader of a state

18. a moving stairway

19. to complain

20. to support or be responsible for

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
ancestor hospital grumble sponsor superior
escalator encounter shoulder skeleton forbidden
appetizer identical abandon governor endeavor
outspoken durable lengthen cinnamon interior

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Ask your child to spell the word “ancestor” and 
use it in a sentence.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 2 Week 3 Day 3 31

  

Final Syllable Patterns
Proofread an Article Circle six misspelled words in the article. 
Write the words correctly. Find a sentence with a capitalization error. 
Write it correctly.

My Grandfather

My grandfather is my most famous ancester. He was 
the guvernor of our state. He led the state government 
to abandun many bad policies. He was also the 
sponser of important legislation. He was an outspokan 
representative of hard-working people, and worked to 
provide funding to build a new hospitel. no matter how 
hard the work, he was always willing to shoulder the 
burden. 

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly.
Write it on the line.

8. skeletun  skeleton skeletin

9. cinnamon cinnamun cinnamin

10. forbiddin  forbiddan forbidden

11. appetizer appetizur appetizir

12. superier superiur superior

13. interior interier intearior

14. outspoken outspokin outspokun

15. derable  dirable durable

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 again

ancestor
hospital
grumble
sponsor
superior
escalator
encounter
shoulder
skeleton
forbidden

appetizer
identical
abandon
governor
endeavor
outspoken
durable
lengthen
cinnamon
interior

Spelling Words

8. ________________

9. ________________

10. ________________

11. ________________

12. ________________

13. ________________

14. ________________

15. ________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words that end with syllables that sound alike but are 
spelled differently. Ask your child to use list words in sentences.

Final Syllable Patterns

Words in Context Write a list word to complete each sentence.

1. This table is as ___ as a piece of iron.

2. That person is as thin as a ___.

3. She keeps her house as clean as a ___.

4. My sisters look so much alike that they could be ___ twins.

5. I took the ___ to the second floor.

6. A preview before a movie is like a ___ before dinner.

7. Being in the ___ of a submarine is like living in a tube.

8. My best friend’s grades are always ___ to mine.

9. My stomach starts to ___ when I’m hungry.

10. I am ___ from going into my older sister’s room.

Definitions Write the list word that matches the definition.

 11. assume responsibility

 12. meet; come up against

 13. leave behind or alone

 14. family member who lived long before you

 15. make longer

 16. spoken without reserve

 17. aromatic spice

 18. determined effort

 19. leader of a state

 20. between neck and arm

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

Spelling Words
ancestor hospital grumble sponsor superior
escalator encounter shoulder skeleton forbidden
appetizer identical abandon governor endeavor
outspoken durable lengthen cinnamon interior

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with the schwa sound. Ask your child to identify the 
schwa sound in four list words.  

Schwa

Word Sort Sort the list words according to the letter that stands for 
the schwa sound.

 a
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 e
7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

 i
 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 o
15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 a and i
17. ___________________

18. ___________________

 i and o
19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. different
 2. sentence
 3. American
 4. brilliant
 5. substitute
 6. opinion
 7. material
 8. complete
 9. jewelry
 10. dramatic

 11. instance
 12. communicate
 13. hesitate
 14. elementary
 15. vitamin
 16. ingredients
 17. invitation
 18. discipline
 19. lasagna
 20. desperate

Challenge Words
 21. inhabitant
 22. ferocious
 23. orangutan
 24. sympathetic
 25. infinity

Challenge Words

 a
21. ___________________

 a and i
22. ___________________

 e and o
23. ___________________

Generalization In many words the schwa in an unaccented syllable gives no 
clue to its spelling: different, American, opinion.

 i
24. ___________________

 o and u
25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child used list words to finish sentences. Say a word from the list and ask your 
child to spell it and define it. 

Schwa

Missing Words Write the list word that finishes each sentence below.

1. Difficult times call for ___ measures.

2. My favorite Italian food is ___.

3. When speaking, it is important to ___ clearly.

4. Self-___ is important when trying to perfect a skill.

5. If you ___, you may lose an opportunity.

6. I got an ___ to a party.

7. There is an ___ school at the end of my street.

8. The ___ for the recipe are listed on the package.

9. I take ___ C everyday.

10. The final scene of the play is very ___.

11. These two shades of red are completely ___.

12. I’ll get my girlfriend a bracelet at the ___ store.

13. A paragraph needs a strong opening ___.

14. I will ___ my report tonight.

Word Meaning Write the list word that matches each definition. 

15. example 

16. belonging to or coming from the United States

17. fabric or cloth

18. intensely bright; highly intelligent

19. point of view

20. replacement

15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
different sentence American brilliant substitute
opinion material complete jewelry dramatic
instance communicate hesitate elementary vitamin
ingredients invitation discipline lasagna desperate

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Read list words your child did not write on this 
page and have your child spell them.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 2 Week 4 Day 3 35

  

Schwa
Proofread a List Circle six misspelled words in the list. Write the words 
correctly. Find a sentence with a capitalization error. Write it correctly.

How to Conserve Energy

There are many ways you can conserve Energy. 
For instence:

• Install insulating matiriel and different, energy-efficient 
doors and windows. 

• Plant trees to block the wind and to provide shade. 

• Turn lights off when you don’t need them, 
and use less briliant bulbs. 

• Use less hot water, turn down the thermostat on your 
water heater, and insulate your water heater and pipes.

• Drive slower and keep your car properly maintained. 

• If you can, substatute public transportation for driving 
a car. 

• Disipline yourself to recycle, and don’t hesatate to 
reuse anything you can. 

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it.

8. discipline  disipline discplane

9. jewelery jewelry jewlry

10. hezitate  hesutate hesitate

11. lasana lasanya lasagna

12. opinion opinyun opineon

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 outside

different
sentence
American
brilliant
substitute
opinion
material
complete
jewelry
dramatic

instance
communicate
hesitate
elementary
vitamin
ingredients
invitation
discipline
lasagna
desperate

Spelling Words

8. ________________

9. ________________

10. ________________

11. ________________

12. ________________
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Home Activity Your child learned to spell words with schwa. Make up sentences, omitting the list 
word, and have your child identify and spell the missing word. 

Schwa

Definitions Write a list word to complete each definition. 

1. Speaking is one way to ___. 

2. To stop momentarily is to ___. 

 3. Items used to make something are its ___. 

4. An offer to attend an event is an ___. 

5. An Italian food made with layers of pasta is called ___.

 6. Something that is simple is ___. 

 7. Something that is fully formed is ___. 

8. To have a point of view is to have an ___. 

 9. Things that are not the same are ___. 

 10. Something that shines brightly is ___. 

Words in Context Write the missing list word to complete each phrase.

 11. the ___ dream 

 12. as ___ as night and day

 13. for ___

 14. expensive ___

 15. a ___ situation

 16.  building ___

 17.  ___ and mineral supplements

 18.  a ___ breakthrough

 19. incomplete ___

 20.  in my ___

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

Spelling Words
different sentence American brilliant substitute
opinion material complete jewelry dramatic
instance communicate hesitate elementary vitamin
ingredients invitation discipline lasagna desperate

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child is learning about words with the suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, and -ist. Ask your 
child to circle the suffixes in each list word. 

Suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, -ist

Word Sort Sort the list words by their suffixes.

 -ian
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 -ant
7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 -ent
 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 -ist
15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. musician
 2. politician
 3. novelist
 4. scientist
 5. historian
 6. tenant
 7. student
 8. patient
 9. resident
 10. comedian

 11. vegetarian
 12. soloist
 13. specialist
 14. motorist
 15. merchant
 16. participant
 17. occupant
 18. custodian
 19. descendant
 20. chemist

Challenge Words
 21. technician
 22. superintendent
 23. accompanist
 24. correspondent
 25. pedestrian

Challenge Words

 -ian
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

 -ist
23. ___________________

Generalization Words with the suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, and -ist often refer 
to people.

 -ent
24. ___________________

25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child spelled words with -ian, -ant, -ent, and -ist. Say a word from the list and ask 
your child to define what that person does.

Suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, -ist

Word Clues Write the list word that identifies the speaker of each statement below.

1. “I believe this chemical compound will lead to a cure.”

2. “I believe a healthy diet is one that does not include meat.”

3. “I love driving to work.”

4. “I clean up at night after everyone else has gone home.”

5. “I sell a wide variety of things in my shop.”

6. “My new apartment is much bigger than the last one.”

7. “I think my new jokes are the best ever.”

8. “I practice on my instrument an hour every day.”

9. “I have to stay in the hospital one more day.”

10. “I believe I can win this election.”

11. “School starts next week.”

12. “I have been working on this book for two years.”

Word Meanings Write a list word that matches each definition. 

 13. a person born of a certain family or group

 14. a person who writes about history

 15. a person who sings or plays an instrument alone

 16. a person who has expert knowledge of some branch of science

 17. a person who lives in a certain area 

 18. a person who is an expert in a particular subject

 19. a person who takes up a certain space

 20. a person who joins in on an activity

Spelling Words
musician politician novelist scientist historian
tenant student patient resident comedian
vegetarian soloist specialist motorist merchant
participant occupant custodian descendant chemist

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with the suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, and -ist. 
Ask your child to explain the difference between words with similar meanings, such as chemist 
and scientist, and musician and soloist. 

Spelling Practice Book Unit 2 Week 5 Day 3 39

  

Suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, -ist
Proofread a Scene Circle six spelling errors in this scene from a play. 
Write the words correctly. Find a sentence with a punctuation error. 
Write it correctly on the line.

Food Festival

Beth: I think the studant Heritage Food Festival will be fun. 

Luke: I’m glad to, be a particapent. I enjoy tasting 
diffrent foods.

Kathleen: Beth, your family’s from Louisiana, right? 

Beth: Yes. I’m a descendant of Cajun people.

Luke: So what are you bringing to the food festival?

Beth: A pot of gumbo. It’s a soup made with chicken, rice, 
okra, and lots of other stuff. You practically have to be a 
chemust to make it, but my mom is a real specialist. 

Kathleen: What are you bringing, Luke?

Luke: My grandfather was a residant of Mexico, so I’m 
bringing tamales and refried beans. 

Kathleen: My mother’s a vegeterien, so we’re making a 
vegetable lasagna.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ___________________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it.

 8. soloist  soloest

 9. occupent occupant

10. scientist  sciuntist

 11. custodian custodien

 12. merchent merchant

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 different
 except

musician
politician
novelist
scientist
historian
tenant
student
patient
resident
comedian

vegetarian
soloist
specialist
motorist
merchant
participant
occupant
custodian
descendant
chemist

Spelling Words

8. ________________

9. ________________

10. ________________

11. ________________

12. ________________
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Home Activity Your child spelled words with the suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, and -ist. Say a list word, 
but end the word with the wrong suffix. Have your child say and spell the correct word.

Suffixes -ian, -ant, -ent, -ist

Missing Words Write the list word that best completes each sentence. 

1. The school ___ makes the hallways sparkle. 

 2. I’d like to become a ___, but I love hamburgers. 

 3. The ___ at last night’s concert played beautifully. 

 4. I’m looking forward to being a ___ in the spelling bee. 

 5. That ___ on TV was so funny I couldn’t stop laughing. 

 6. My mother is a ___ in computer programming. 

 7. My doctor says I’m his favorite ___. 

 8. I like learning about the past, so I want to become a ___. 

 9. I support most of the programs that the ___ proposes. 

 10. The ___ who runs the corner store is always nice to me. 

Alphabetical Order Write the list word that is between the two words in the dictionary.

11. decide, ___, distance

 12. music, ___, mustang

 13. note, ___, now

14. meter, ___, mountain

 15. scenic, ___, scissor

 16. champ, ___, chemistry

 17. tea, ___, test

 18. reason, ___, respect 

 19. stamp, ___, study

 20. oasis, ___, occur

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
musician politician novelist scientist historian
tenant student patient resident comedian
vegetarian soloist specialist motorist merchant
participant occupant custodian descendant chemist
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with unusual letter combinations. Ask your child to 
identify the unusual letter combination in each list word. 
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Unusual Spellings

Word Sort Sort the list words by words you know how to spell and 
words you are learning to spell. Write every word.

 words I know
 how to spell

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. crescent
 2. language
 3. vehicle
 4. exhibit
 5. examine
 6. Michigan
 7. parachute
 8. unique
 9. conquer
 10. rhyme

 11. penguin
 12. exertion
 13. exotic
 14. brochure
 15. symptom
 16. antique
 17. exhausted
 18. heirloom
 19. rhinoceros
 20. bureau

Challenge Words
 21. hygiene
 22. chauffeur
 23. ricochet
 24. chandelier
 25. chalet

Challenge Words
 words I know
 how to spell
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

23. ___________________

Generalization Some words have letter combinations that are unusual in 
English: crescent, rhyme.

 words I’m 
 learning to spell
24. ___________________

25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with unusual spellings. Say a word from the list and ask your 
child to define it and spell it. 
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Unusual Spellings

Missing Words Write the list word that best completes each statement.

1. My socks are in the middle drawer of the ___.

2. If you went to Antarctica, you might see a baby ___.

3. The movie about an African safari showed a charging ___ .

4. It can take days to recover from the ___ of running in a marathon.

5. I can’t bear to part with this precious family ___.

6. The tropical garden has many ___ plants.

7. The movers were ___ after moving all the furniture.

8. The pictures in this ___ make the hotel look luxurious.

9. That ___ shop was filled with beautiful treasures from the past.

10. Your cough could be a ___ of the flu.

 11. I can make words ___ all the time.

12. The ___ moon looks beautiful tonight.

13. The Roman Empire was able to ___ much of the ancient world.

14. I would like to learn to speak the Japanese ___.

15. That special type of pine tree is ___ to this area.

Analogies Write a list word to finish each analogy. 

16. Car is to ___ as house is to building.

 17. Life vest is to sink as ___ is to fall.

 18. Hide is to conceal as show is to ___.

 19. ___ is to state as Japan is to nation.

 20. Inspect is to ___ as hunt is to search.

Spelling Words
crescent language vehicle exhibit examine
Michigan parachute unique conquer rhyme
penguin exertion exotic brochure symptom
antique exhausted heirloom rhinoceros bureau

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with unusual spellings. Ask your child to spell 
and use list words in sentences.
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Unusual Spellings
Proofread a Report Circle six spelling errors in the report. Write the 
words correctly. Find a sentence with a punctuation error. Write it correctly.

Antique Hunting

I’m completely exausted after all the antikue hunting, we 
did today. Everything we saw was interesting and unikue. 
We took time to examen many family heirlooms, an old 
TV, even a farm vehikle from the 1930s that still worked! 
One shop had a beautiful bureau that I almost bought and 
an exotic oriental rug. Another offered a broshure that 
told us how to hunt for antiques using the internet. 

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly.
Write it on the line.

8. crescent cresant crecent

9. langwige language laneguge

 10. exibit exhibit exhibet

 11. conquer concur conqer

12. rhyme ryme rihm

 13. exotic exzotic exatic

 14. penqwin pengin  penguin

 15. symptom simptom symtom

 16. burro bureau burea

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 TV
 Christmas

crescent
language
vehicle
exhibit
examine
Michigan
parachute
unique
conquer
rhyme

penguin
exertion
exotic
brochure
symptom
antique
exhausted
heirloom
rhinoceros
bureau

Spelling Words

8. ________________

9. ________________

10. ________________

11. ________________

12. ________________

13. ________________

14. ________________

15. ________________

16. ________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words with unusual spellings. Ask your child to identify 
the five most difficult words and spell them. 
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Unusual Spellings

Missing Words Write a list word to complete each sentence. 

1. The ___ stomped its feet and lowered its horn in a menacing way. 

2. A rash may be a ___ of an allergy. 

 3. That ___ at the zoo looked as if it was wearing a tuxedo.

 4. The ability to ___ words is a skill some singers possess.

 5. A mountain climber’s achievement would be to ___ Mount Everest.

 6. When skydiving, every jumper must pack his or her own ___. 

 7. ___ is a state that is shaped like a mitten. 

 8. Spanish is the official ___ of Mexico. 

 9. Too much ___ is bad for people who are sick or in poor health.

 10. Your mouth forms a ___ when you smile. 

Word Meanings Match the word with its definition.

 11. a family item from the past

 12. different or unusual

 13. car or truck

 14. to display or show

 15. individual, unusual

 16. inspect closely

 17. booklet for advertising

 18. chest of drawers

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

Spelling Words
crescent language vehicle exhibit examine
Michigan parachute unique conquer rhyme
penguin exertion exotic brochure symptom
antique exhausted heirloom rhinoceros bureau
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell multisyllabic words. Ask your child to spell the list words 
syllable by syllable.
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Multisyllabic Words 2

Word Sort Sort the list words by the number of syllables the word has.

 4 syllables
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

 5 syllables
16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

 6 syllables
19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. international
 2. prehistoric
 3. untrustworthy
 4. constellation
 5. honorary
 6. disagreement
 7. preparation
 8. Philadelphia
 9. promotional
 10. constitution

 11. unbreakable
 12. biodegradable
 13. coordination
 14. compassionate
 15. impossibility
 16. entirety
 17. executive
 18. companionship
 19. unthinkable
 20. predicament

Challenge Words
 21. inappropriately
 22. nonnegotiable
 23. nondiscriminatory
 24. instantaneously
 25. decaffeinated

Challenge Words

 5 syllables
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

Generalization When spelling words with many syllables, look carefully at 
each word part.

 6 syllables
23. ___________________

24. ___________________

 7 syllables
25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote multisyllabic words. Spell the first two syllables of a list word. 
Challenge your child to guess the word and spell the remaining syllables.  
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Multisyllabic Words 2

Missing Words Write a list word to complete each statement.

1. Choosing between the lesser of two evils presents quite a ___. 

2. Mom buys plastic drinking cups because they are ___. 

3. I never dreamed that such an ___ event could actually happen.

4. I use ___ laundry detergent because it’s good for the environment. 

5. My dog gives me love and ___. 

6. It takes a lot of ___ to be a juggler. 

7. My mother is a junior ___ of a large corporation. 

8. The nurse who cared for me was kind and ___. 

9. I have completed the assignment in its ___. 

10. The sun setting in the north is an ___. 

11. The United States has a written ___. 

12. The ___ conference was attended by people from many countries.

13. The car dealer is offering a free vacation as a ___ gimmick.

14. I often wonder what life was like in ___ times. 

15. ___ is home to the famous Liberty Bell. 

Definitions Write a list word to match each definition. 

16. readiness 

17. dishonest 

18. argument 

19. group of stars 

20. given as a reward for accomplishments 

Spelling Words
international prehistoric untrustworthy constellation honorary
disagreement preparation Philadelphia promotional constitution
unbreakable biodegradable coordination compassionate impossibility
entirety executive companionship unthinkable predicament

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled multisyllabic words. Ask your child to find the common 
syllable tion in four list words.
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Multisyllabic Words 2
Proofread a Biography Circle six spelling errors in the biography. Write the 
words correctly. Find a sentence with a wrong verb. Write it correctly.

Helen Keller

Until she was nineteen months old, Helen Keller was 
a happy, healthy child. Then, in spite of her strong 
constatution, she developed a high fever that caused her 
to become deaf and blind. 

Her parents find a teacher named Annie Sullivan to 
help Helen. Annie was compassionate but tough. She 
began by teaching Helen elementry manners. Then she 
taught Helen signs for the letters of the alphabet. When 
Helen had learned the alphabet in its entirity, Annie 
“spelled” words into Helen’s hand. 

Helen wrote a book called The Story of My Life. She 
became an inturnashional traveler, speaking to large 
groups of people. She received many honerary awards. 
Helen Keller was successful because of her unbrakeable 
spirit. She also owed a lot to Annie Sullivan.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it.

8. constelltion constellation

9. coordination  cordination

10. Philadelphia Philadelpha

11. biodegradble  biodegradable

12. executive executiv

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 elementary
 usually

international
prehistoric
untrustworthy
constellation
honorary
disagreement
preparation
Philadelphia
promotional
constitution

unbreakable
biodegradable
coordination
compassionate
impossibility
entirety
executive
companionship
unthinkable
predicament

Spelling Words

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell multisyllabic words. Find long words in other printed 
materials and have your child divide them into syllables. 
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Multisyllabic Words 2

Missing Syllables Write the missing syllables to complete the list words. Then write the word.

1. ______ dic ______ ment 

2. ______ his ______ ic 

3. ______ ______ di na ______

4. un trust ______ ______ 

 5. con ______ la ______  

6. bi ______ de gra ______ ______

7. ______ a ______ tion

 8. ______ pan ion ______

9. com pas ______ ______

 10. pro ______ tion ______

 11. im ______ si ______ i ______

Words in Context Write the missing list words to complete the paragraph.

(12) ___ may deserve an (13) ___ award for being the most historically important city in the 

United States. It is where the Founding Fathers planned and wrote the (14) ___. At the time, it 

was an almost (15) ___ task to create a new form of government in its (16) ___. There was much 

(17) ___, but in the end the founders created a system that has set an (18) ___ example. The 

formation of three branches of government, the (19) ___, the legislative, and the judicial, created 

a system of checks and balances. And the Bill of Rights provided an (20) ___bond of trust between 

the government and the people.

12. _________________ 13. _________________ 14. _________________

15. _________________ 16. _________________ 17. _________________

18. _________________ 19. _________________ 20. _________________

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

Spelling Words
international prehistoric untrustworthy constellation honorary
disagreement preparation Philadelphia promotional constitution
unbreakable biodegradable coordination compassionate impossibility
entirety executive companionship unthinkable predicament



Learning to Swim
SORT

Name

Spelling Practice Book Unit 3 Week 3 Day 1 49

Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words that are difficult because they are often 
mispronounced. Have your child pronounce each word and spell it.
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Using Just Enough Letters

Word Sort Sort the list words by words you know how to spell and 
words you are learning to spell. Write every word.

Spelling Words
 1. nuclear
 2. helicopter
 3. anxious
 4. appreciate
 5. plastic
 6. familiar
 7. athletic
 8. escape
 9. apologize
 10. Washington

 11. pastime
 12. exquisite
 13. lantern
 14. fulfill
 15. souvenir
 16. tragedy
 17. sherbet
 18. algebra
 19. icicles
 20. escort

Challenge Words
 21. judgmental
 22. argumentative
 23. excursion
 24. consumable
 25. pavilion

Generalization Pronouncing a word correctly and picturing how it looks can 
help you avoid writing too many letters.

 words I know
 how to spell

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words

 words I know
 how to spell
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell
23. ___________________

24. ___________________

25. ___________________



Name Learning to Swim
PRACTICE

50 Unit 3 Week 3 Day 2 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child wrote words that are often mispronounced or misspelled. Ask your child to 
choose a word group from the second activity and explain why the list word fits into the group. 
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Using Just Enough Letters

Words in Context Write the list word that best completes each statement.

1. Thanks, I ___ your help.

2. Baseball is America’s national ___.

3. Our company can ___ all your household needs.

4. The foul ball I caught will make a great ___.

 5. Spring is coming and the ___ are melting.

 6. Will you ___ me to the class party?

7. The football star was very ___.

 8. Get away from it all and ___ your daily grind.

9. The treaty limits the use of ___ weapons. 

 10. This new ___ wrap keeps leftovers fresh.

Word Groups Write a list word that fits into each group. 

 11. geometry, calculus, ___

12. airplane, jet, ___

 13. ice cream, frozen yogurt, ___

 14. worried, nervous, ___

 15. disaster, crisis, ___

 16. well-known, usual, ___

 17. lamp, flashlight, ___

 18. California, Oregon, ___

 19. beautiful, marvelous, ___

 20. make amends, express regret, ___

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
nuclear helicopter anxious appreciate plastic
familiar athletic escape apologize Washington
pastime exquisite lantern fulfill souvenir
tragedy sherbet algebra icicles escort



Name Learning to Swim
PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Have your child circle letters or letter 
combinations in the list words that could cause spelling problems.
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Using Just Enough Letters
Proofread Safety Tips Circle six spelling errors in the list. Write the words 
correctly. Write the last sentence, using correct punctuation.

Earthquake Safety Tips

Become familiur with these rules. They may help you 
avoid trajedy:

• Remain calm.

• If you are indoors, get under a desk or table, or stand 
in a doorway. Stay away from windows, shelves, and 
heavy equipment.

• If outdoors, quickly move away from buildings, utility 
poles, overhead wires, and other structures. Avoid 
downed power or utility lines, wich may have electricity 
flowing through them. 

• If in an automobile, stop in an open area away from 
power lines and trees. Stay in the vehicle for shelter. 
Do not try to exscape.

• Do not use a lanturn, torches, lighter or open flame.

• Do not get anxshus. Do not panic?

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

8. helacopter helicopter

9. athletic  athaletic

 10. fulfill fullfill

11. sherbet sherbert

12. nucular nuclear

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 doesn’t
 which

nuclear
helicopter
anxious
appreciate
plastic
familiar
athletic
escape
apologize
Washington

pastime
exquisite
lantern
fulfill
souvenir
tragedy
sherbet
algebra
icicles
escort

Spelling Words

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________



Name Learning to Swim
REVIEW

52 Unit 3 Week 3 Day 4 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child has learned to use just enough letters to spell tricky words. Ask your child to 
identify and spell the five trickiest words.  
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Using Just Enough Letters

Missing Words Write the list word that completes each sentence.

 1. The diamonds glistened like ___ gleaming in the sun. 

 2. Comedy is the opposite of a ___. 

 3. I think geometry is easier than ___. 

 4. A ___ weapon is very powerful. 

 5. Mount Rainer is in the state of ___.

 6. I like ice cream better than ___.

 7. To ___ a promise is better than to break it.

 8. An electric lamp is a better source of light than an oil ___.

 9. That gymnast is as ___ as a leaping lion.

 10. That person looks as ___ to me as an old friend might look.

Words in Contex Write the missing list words to complete the paragraph.

Baseball is my favorite (11)___. I go to a game whenever I want to (12)___ from 

my everyday worries. I begin to get excited as the ushers (13)___ people to their seats 

before the game. There’s nothing I (14)___ more than an (15)___ play on the field. I 

love the (16)___ feeling I get when the game is tied and there is a close call at home 

plate. A foul ball makes a much better (17)___ than a (18)___ trinket. Some folks may 

like other sports better, but I’m a baseball fan through and through!

11. _________________ 12. _________________ 13. _________________

14. _________________ 15. _________________ 16. _________________

17. _________________ 18. _________________

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

Spelling Words
nuclear helicopter anxious appreciate plastic
familiar athletic escape apologize Washington
pastime exquisite lantern fulfill souvenir
tragedy sherbet algebra icicles escort



Juan Verdades
SORT

Name

Spelling Practice Book Unit 3 Week 4 Day 1 53

Home Activity Your child is learning to spell compound words. Ask your child to name the two smaller 
words that make up each one-word compound word. 
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Compound Words

Word Sort Sort the list words by one-word or two-word compounds.

 1 word
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 2 words
11. ___________________

12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. field trip
 2. someone
 3. snowflakes
 4. polka dot
 5. roller coaster
 6. solar system
 7. thunderstorm
 8. leftovers
 9. cell phone
 10. whitewash

 11. lightning rod
 12. myself
 13. life jacket
 14. bulldozer
 15. masterpiece
 16. area code
 17. cliffhanger
 18. wheelchair
 19. hour hand
 20. rain forest

Challenge Words
 21. graham cracker
 22. rhinestone
 23. chain reaction
 24. racquetball
 25. thoroughbred

Challenge Words

 1 word
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

23. ___________________

Generalization Some compound words are written as one word: 
sometimes. Other compound words are written as two words: field trip.

 2 words
24. ___________________

25. ___________________



Name Juan Verdades
PRACTICE

54 Unit 3 Week 4 Day 2 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child wrote closed (one-word) and open (two-word) compound words. Ask your 
child to spell a list word and use it in a sentence.
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Compound Words

Missing Words Write the list word that best completes each statement.

1. My grandfather has to use a ___ to get around. 

 2. The ___ on a watch is the shorter hand. 

3. To make a long distance phone call, you need to know the ___. 

4. Always wear a ___ when you’re riding in a boat. 

5. They will need a ___ to clear the wreckage left by the tornado. 

6. I could ride that ___ over and over again. 

 7. It’s polite to turn off your ___ when you’re at a movie or a play.

8. The ___ attracts lightning and prevents it from doing damage. 

 9. They used ___ on the walls to lighten them up.

10. The ___ from the party were put in the refrigerator.

11. The suspenseful movie was a real ___.

12. We went to the art museum to see the ___.

Word Groups Write a list word that fits into each group. 

13. desert, jungle, ___

 14. me, I, ___

 15. excursion, visit, ___

16. something, sometime, ___

17. blizzard, drizzle, ___

 18. hail, raindrops, ___

 19. universe, galaxy, ___

20. stripe, plaid, ___

Spelling Words
field trip someone snowflakes polka dot roller coaster
solar system thunderstorm leftovers cell phone whitewash
lightning rod myself life jacket bulldozer masterpiece
area code cliffhanger wheelchair hour hand rain forest

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________



Name Juan Verdades
PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled compound words. Have your child spell all the open 
(two-word) compound words, saying the word space to indicate where the first word ends and the 
second begins.
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Compound Words
Proofread an Article Circle five misspelled words in the article. 
Write them correctly. Then circle the verb that is used incorrectly. 
Write the sentence correctly. 

Field Trip

Last winter our class take a fieldtrip to a museum. 
Snow flakes fell gently around us as we watched a 
worker apply a coat of white wash to a fence nearby. 
Suddenly the weather changed and a thunder storm 
began. We moved inside to the theater. I pushed my 
friend up the wheel chair ramp. Once inside we saw a 
show about the solar system that made the planets look 
like different-sized pinholes and the sun one giant polka 
dot on the ceiling of the dark room. All in all, it was an 
interesting day.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________

6. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 7. rain forest rainforest

 8. my self myself

 9. hour hand hourhand

 10. someone some one

 11. left overs leftovers

 12. life jacket lifejacket

 13. bull dozer bulldozer

 14. masterpiece master piece

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 a lot
 basketball

field trip
someone
snowflakes
polka dot
roller coaster
solar system
thunderstorm
leftovers
cell phone
whitewash

lightning rod
myself
life jacket
bulldozer
masterpiece
area code
cliffhanger
wheelchair
hour hand
rain forest

Spelling Words

7. _____________________

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________



Name Juan Verdades
REVIEW

56 Unit 3 Week 4 Day 4 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child has learned to spell closed and open compound words. Say the first part of 
a list word. Have your child complete the compound word and spell it.  
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Compound Words

Word Search Find the eight list words in the box hidden in the word search. Circle them and write 
them on the lines. 

            M Z B Z N K M V B S T R

            Z R B U O F F Z E F L E

            E S O O L O F K P S E G

            Z F K T O L A S O G F N

            U F Q I S L D M J K T A

            M M A I F R E O P B O H

            Y C W W Q O E E Z K V F

            X T O N N W O D E E E F

            K N S E M C N Y N I R I

            S F L E S Y M D C U S L

            W H E E L C H A I R H C

            O R R X B S Q J C S G T

1. ______________ 2. ______________ 3. ______________ 4. ______________

5. ______________ 6. ______________ 7. ______________ 8. ______________

Make Compound Words Match words on the left with words on the right to form open or 
closed compound words. Write the words.

 9. master system

 10. field  forest

 11. solar  piece

 12. rain trip

 13. hour  jacket

 14. life  hand

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

Spelling Words
field trip someone snowflakes polka dot roller coaster
solar system thunderstorm leftovers cell phone whitewash
lightning rod myself life jacket bull dozer masterpiece
area code cliffhanger wheelchair hour hand rain forest

bulldozer

cliffhanger

leftovers

myself

snowflakes

someone

thunderstorm

wheelchair



Elizabeth Blackwell
SORT

Name

Spelling Practice Book Unit 3 Week 5 Day 1 57

Home Activity Your child is learning to spell homophones. Ask your child to choose pairs of 
homophones and explain how their meanings differ.
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Homophones

Word Sort Sort the list words by words you know how to spell and 
words you are learning to spell. Write every word. Spelling Words

 1. heel
 2. heal
 3. symbol
 4. cymbal
 5. herd
 6. heard
 7. patients
 8. patience
 9. capitol
 10. capital

 11. straight
 12. strait
 13. aisle
 14. isle
 15. stationery
 16. stationary
 17. sheer
 18. shear
 19. bread
 20. bred

Challenge Words
 21. martial
 22. marshal
 23. discreet
 24. discrete
 25. adolescents
 26. adolescence

Generalization A homophone is a word that sounds exactly like another 
word but has a different spelling and meaning: heel, heal.

 words I know
 how to spell

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words
 words I know
 how to spell
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

23. ___________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell
24. ___________________

25. ___________________

 26. ___________________



Name Elizabeth Blackwell
PRACTICE

58 Unit 3 Week 5 Day 2 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child wrote homophones. Spell one of the homophone pair words and ask your 
child to spell the other word.
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Homophones

Words in Context Write the list word that completes each sentence.

 1. They bake fresh ___ at the bakery every day.

 2. When I need to draw a ___ line, I use a ruler. 

 3. Always use a ___ letter to begin a sentence.

 4. These new shoes are giving me a blister on my ___. 

 5. I will ___ off the overhanging branches of that tree. 

 6. The bride looked beautiful walking down the ___. 

 7. The song ended with a loud ___ crash. 

 8. Amy wrote a letter to her friend on her new ___. 

 9. I ___ a new song that I really like. 

 10. I don’t have the ___ for this boring chore.

Word Meanings Write a list word that fits each definition. 

 11. to restore to health 

 12. a building in which a state legislature meets 

 13. a narrow passage of water 

 14. raised or grew 

 15. something that stands for or represents something else 

 16. very thin or transparent 

 17. a group of animals 

 18. remaining in one place 

 19. people under medical care 

 20. a small piece of land surrounded by water 

Spelling Words
heel  heal symbol cymbal herd
heard patients patience capitol capital
straight strait aisle isle stationery
stationary sheer shear bread bred

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________



Name Elizabeth Blackwell
PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled homophones. Give clues and have your child guess and 
spell the correct homophone.
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Homophones
Proofread an Article Circle six misspelled words in the article below. 
Write them correctly. Find a sentence with a missing punctuation mark.
Write it correctly.

Shearing Sheep

I recently saw a film about sheepherders on a small 
aisle across a narrow straight from New Zealand. The 
sheep are bread to have very thick wool Once a year the 
sheepherders sheer the sheep to get the wool. It takes a 
lot of patients to hold the sheep stationery as the work 
is being done. It’s hard work, but the sheep are not hurt 
and their wool soon grows back.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Missing Letters Decide which letters are missing. Then write the list 
word on the line.

 8. _ a p _ t a l

 9. h _ a _

 10. b r _ _ d 

 11. s y _ _ _ l

 12. c _ m b _ l

 13. a _ s _e

 14. s t a _ _ _n e r_

 15. s t r _ _ _ _ t

 16. p _ t _ _ n t s

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 their
 there
 they’re

heel
heal
symbol
cymbal
herd
heard
patients
patience
capitol
capital

straight
strait
aisle
isle
stationery
stationary
sheer
shear
bread
bred

Spelling Words

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

15. _____________________

16. _____________________



Name Elizabeth Blackwell
REVIEW

60 Unit 3 Week 5 Day 4 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child has learned to spell homophones and use them correctly. Challenge your 
child to choose a homophone pair and use both words in the same sentence. 
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Homophones

Comparisons Write a list word to complete each sentence. 

 1. The crash of that ___ was as loud as thunder. 

 2. That stale ___ is as hard as a rock. 

 3. The highway runs for miles as ___ as an arrow. 

 4. Sometimes I think my teacher has the ___ of a saint. 

 5. The crowd entering the stadium was like a ___ of cattle.

 6. It will take four weeks for Jim’s broken wrist to ___. 

 7. The tiny tropical ___ is like a green jewel in a sea of blue. 

 8. That fabric is almost as ___ as a spider web. 

 9. A stalking cat will stay as ___ as a statue, watching its prey. 

 10. I spilled my popcorn in the ___ of the dark theater. 

The Right Word Write a word from each pair to finish the sentence correctly.

 11. capital/capitol Columbus is the ___ of Ohio.

 12. herd/heard I’ve ___ a lot about you.

13. patients/patience All the ___ are healing well. 

 14. stationery/stationary I wrote a note on my new ___. 

 15. symbol/cymbal The bald eagle is a ___ for America.

16. heel/heal The ___ of the shoe is worn. 

 17. sheer/shear It is the season to ___ the sheep. 

 18. bread/bred The dog was ___ for hunting.

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

Spelling Words
heel  heal symbol cymbal herd
heard patients patience capitol capital
straight strait aisle isle stationery
stationary sheer shear bread bred
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SORT

Name

Spelling Practice Book Unit 4 Week 1 Day 1 61

Home Activity Your child is learning about Greek word parts. Ask your child to think of another word 
with the Greek word part hydro. 

Greek Word Parts

Word Sort Sort the list words by their Greek word parts.

 hydro
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 onym
7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

 arch
10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 chronos
 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 crat
18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. hydrant
 2. chronic
 3. archive
 4. synonym
 5. antonym
 6. democracy
 7. hydrogen
 8. aristocrat
 9. dehydrated
 10. chronicle

 11. hydroplane
 12. chronology
 13. archaic
 14. homonym
 15. synchronize
 16. hydraulic
 17. archaeology
 18. anarchy
 19. hydroelectric
 20. bureaucracy

Challenge Words
 21. hydrophobia
 22. chronological
 23. anachronism
 24. pseudonym
 25. aristocracy

Challenge Words

 hydro
21. ___________________

 onym
22. ___________________

Generalization The Greek word part hydro means “water,” onym means 
“name,” arch means “primitive” or “ancient,” chronos means “time,” and 
crat means “rule.”

 chronos
23. ____________________

24. ____________________

 crat
25. ____________________



Name Into the Ice
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PRACTICE

62 Unit 4 Week 1 Day 2 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child matched words with statements and definitions. Ask your child to pick a list 
word from exercises 11-20 and define it. 

Greek Word Parts

Word Meanings Write a list word that fits each definition. 

 1. production of electricity by water power 

 2. an arrangement in order of occurrence 

 3. a historical account

 4. a word that has the same spelling but different meaning 
than another word

 5. absence of government and law 

 6. to skim over the water 

 7. taken water or moisture from 

 8. lasting a long time 

 9. the study of people, customs, and life of ancient times 

 10. no longer in general use 

Words in Context Write the list word that finishes each statement below.

 11. Let’s ___ our watches before we begin. 

 12. The European ___ lived in a mansion on the hill. 

 13. I’ve been going through the family ___ to learn about my ancestors.

 14. Water is made of molecules of oxygen and ___. 

 15. Sometimes it’s frustrating dealing with a ___ like the Department 
of Motor Vehicles. 

 16. Almost is a ___ for nearly.

 17. The United States government is an example of a ___. 

 18. Near is an ___ for far.

 19. My new ___ shock absorbers work very well. 

 20. The fireman attached their hose to the fire ___. 

 1. _________________

2. _________________

 3. _________________

4. _________________

 5. _________________

6. _________________

7. _________________

8. _________________

9. _________________

10. _________________

Spelling Words
hydrant chronic archive synonym antonym
democracy hydrogen aristocrat dehydrated chronicle
hydroplane chronology archaic homonym synchronize
hydraulic archaeology anarchy hydroelectric bureaucracy

 11. _________________

12. _________________

 13. _________________

14. _________________

 15. _________________

 16. _________________

 17. _________________

 18. _________________

19. _________________

20. _________________
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PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Ask your child to think of a word from the list 
with five syllables, spell it, and use that word in a sentence.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 4 Week 1 Day 3 63

  

Greek Word Parts
Proofread an Article Circle six misspelled words in the article below. 
Write the words correctly. Find a sentence with an incorrect verb form. 
Write it correctly.

Archaeology

Archiology is a fascinating area of science. By digging 
down through layers of earth, researchers can find 
remnants of arkaic civilizations ranging from bits of 
broken pottery to the tomb of a once mighty aristacrat 
to entire buried cities. These finds helping scientists 
establish the chronolugy of human development. Artifacts 
hidden beneath the surface provide a physical chronecle 
of the development of humankind. That’s why scientists 
catalog and arkive the artifacts in museums throughout 
the world.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 8. hydroplane hidroplane

 9. chronology cronology

 10. arcaic archaic

 11. homanym homonym

 12. synchronize syncronize 

 13. hidraulic hydraulic

 14. archaeology arceaology

 15. anarchy anarky

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 were
 they

hydrant
chronic
archive
synonym
antonym
democracy
hydrogen
aristocrat
dehydrated
chronicle

hydroplane
chronology
archaic
homonym
synchronize
hydraulic
archaeology
anarchy
hydroelectric
bureaucracy

Spelling Words

 8. _____________________

 9. _____________________

 10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

 15. _____________________
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REVIEW

64 Unit 4 Week 1 Day 4 Spelling Practice Book 

Home Activity Your child used list words to finish sentences. Ask your child to define the word 
“chronology.”

Greek Word Parts

Finishing Sentences Write a list word to complete each sentence.

 1. That ___ word was commonly used two hundred years ago. 

 2. I will have to see a doctor about my ___ cough. 

 3. The football player was ___ from playing under the hot sun. 

 4. The rainy road was so slick that the car started to ___. 

 5. A society without government or laws is an ___. 

 6. I am writing a ___ of my town’s history. 

 7. I will create a ___ of the events in the order that they occurred. 

 8. A ___ power plant provides electricity for this region.

Word Scramble Unscramble each word below to form a list word. Write the word.

9. mmoonhy

10. antrydh

11. cyracrueaub

12. sartcroita

13. chzenoirnys

14. rcliaudyh

15. myoaccred

16. drgoenhy

17. taonymn

18. chraeiv

19. looyearhcag

20. mnyoyns

Spelling Words
hydrant chronic archive synonym antonym
democracy hydrogen aristocrat dehydrated chronicle
hydroplane chronology archaic homonym synchronize
hydraulic archaeology anarchy hydroelectric bureaucracy

 1. _________________

 2. _________________

3. _________________

 4. _________________

5. _________________

6. _________________

7. _________________

8. _________________

 9. _________________

10. _________________

 11. _________________

12. _________________

 13. _________________

14. _________________

 15. _________________

16. _________________

17. _________________

18. _________________

19. _________________

20. _________________
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Home Activity Your child is learning about the prefixes dis-, de-, out-, and un-. Ask your child to say 
each word aloud and then spell it.

Prefixes dis-, de-, out-, un-

Word Sort Sort the list words by their prefixes.

 dis-
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 de-
7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 out-
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 un-
16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. discontent
 2. decline
 3. outward
 4. dispatch
 5. unwavering
 6. destruction
 7. disintegrate
 8. outstanding
 9. uncommon
 10. outburst

 11. outrageous
 12. defensive
 13. unappetizing
 14. disillusioned
 15. disarray
 16. unconscious
 17. outskirts
 18. unfasten
 19. disenchanted
 20. decompose

Challenge Words
 21.unbusinesslike
 22. disembark
 23. deactivate
 24. disenfranchise
 25. outlandish

Challenge Words

 dis-
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

 de-
23. ____________________

Generalization The prefixes dis-, de-, out-, and un- change the meaning of 
the base word.

 out-
24. ____________________

 un-
25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child matched words with statements and definitions. Ask your child to pick a list 
word from Exercises 1-13 and use it in a sentence. 

Prefixes dis-, de-, out-, un-

Word Meanings Write a list word that fits each definition. 

 1. to rot or decay

 2. unconventional, fantastic 

 3. free from illusions 

 4. serving to defend or protect 

 5. to make loose 

 6. food that is not attractive or desirable 

 7. remote areas 

 8. free from illusions 

 9. having lost consciousness 

 10. not in order, untidy 

 11. lack of contentment 

 12. not common 

 13. not wavering 

Words in Context Write the list word that finishes each statement below .

 14. His speech caused an ___ of cheering from the crowd. 

 15. The snowstorm caused a ___ in sales at most stores. 

 16. Rays of light streamed ___ from the setting sun. 

 17. I received an award for being an ___ student. 

 18. I will ___ my assistant to get the tools we need. 

 19. The rain caused the newspaper on the porch to ___. 

 20. The hurricane caused terrible ___ in coastal areas. 

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

Spelling Words
discontent decline outward dispatch unwavering
destruction disintegrate outstanding uncommon outburst
outrageous defensive unappetizing disillusioned disarray
unconscious outskirts unfasten disenchanted decompose

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words in a story. Have your child say words from the 
list and then spell them aloud. 

Spelling Practice Book Unit 4 Week 2 Day 3 67

  

Prefixes dis-, de-, out-, un-
Proofread the Story Read the story below. Circle six misspelled words in 
the story. Write them correctly. Find a sentence fragment. Write it correctly.

Pete’s New Pet
 For Pete. today was a day like no other. His parents 
had decided he was old enough to have a pet. They would 
go to the animal shelter and choose a pet. 
 At the shelter Pete was pleased becauze all the 
attendants were unwaviring in their kindness and 
knowledge. Pete wished he could take all the pets home.
 Then he stopped before a cage with a tiny Chihuahua 
pup. When Pete unfastined the latch and took the little 
dog out of its cage, it ran around in an outragous outbirst 
of energy and joy. The little pup gently licked Pete’s face. 
Pete thought this was an outstaning puppy. 
 The veterinarian examined the pup and gave it 
vaccinations. Then Pete’s parents took him home, along 
with his new best friend.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 8. destruction distruction

 9. outskirts outskerts

 10. unappetizing unapetizing

 11. unconscious onconshious

 12. diserray disarray

 13. disiluzioned disillusioned

 14. difensive defensive

 15. uncomon uncommon

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 because
 everything

discontent
decline
outward
dispatch
unwavering
destruction
disintegrate
outstanding
uncommon
outburst

outrageous
defensive
unappetizing
disillusioned
disarray
unconscious
outskirts
unfasten
disenchanted
decompose

Spelling Words

 8. _____________________

 9. _____________________

 10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

 15. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child used list words to finish sentences. Ask your child to pick two list words and 
use each in a sentence.

Prefixes dis-, de-, out-, un-

Finishing Sentences Write a list word to complete each sentence.

 1. Apples and tomatoes ___ quickly in the heat.

 2. Your costume is truly fantastic and ___. 

 3. I felt ___ after learning how the magician did his tricks. 

 4. Every boxer needs good ___ moves to protect himself. 

 5. The zipper on my jacket is stuck and I can’t ___ it. 

 6. The leftover food was ___. 

 7. They live far away on the ___ of the city. 

 8. I was completely ___ when I learned the truth of the matter. 

 9. She bumped her head so hard that she was ___ for a moment. 

 10. My mom says my room is in ___ and needs to be tidied up. 

 11. We watched the ___ of the old building.

 12. I had to ___ the invitation to the party.

Adding Word Parts Add a prefix to each word to make a list word. Write the list word.

 13. content

 14. ward

 15. patch

 16. wavering

 17. integrate

 18. standing

 19. common

 20. burst

 1. _________________

2. _________________

 3. _________________

4. _________________

 5. _________________

6. _________________

7. _________________

8. _________________

9. _________________

10. _________________

11. _________________

12. _________________

 13. _________________

14. _________________

 15. _________________

16. _________________

17. _________________

18. _________________

19. _________________

20. _________________

Spelling Words
discontent decline outward dispatch unwavering
destruction disintegrate outstanding uncommon outburst
outrageous defensive unappetizing disillusioned disarray
unconscious outskirts unfasten disenchanted decompose
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Home Activity Your child is learning about the sounds of the letter combinations ci and ti. Ask your 
child to identify five words with  the /ch/ sound and spell the words.

Words with ci and ti

Word Sort Sort the list words by whether they contain the 
letter combination ci or ti.

 ci
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 ti
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. precious
 2. commercial
 3. especially
 4. ancient
 5. gracious
 6. position
 7. question
 8. suggestion
 9. friction
 10. lotion

 11. potion
 12. digestion
 13. artificial
 14. glacier
 15. cautious
 16. efficient
 17. sensational
 18. vicious
 19. official
 20. ration

Challenge Words
 21. fictitious
 22. vaccination
 23. beneficial
 24. precocious
 25. emancipation

Challenge Words

 ci
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

Generalization The sounds /sh/ and /ch/ can be spelled ci and ti: 
especially, ancient, friction.

 ti
23. ____________________

24. ____________________

25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with ci and ti. Ask your child to pick a list word from Exercises 
11-20 and define it. 

Words with ci and ti

Word Meanings Write a list word that fits each definition. 

 1. a drink or mixture of liquids 

 2. a food allowance for one day

 3. the process of digesting food 

 4. a person who holds an office 

 5. imitation, unreal 

 6. dangerously aggressive 

 7. a large body of ice 

 8. unexpectedly excellent or great 

 9. careful

 10. without wasting time

Words in Context Write the list word that finishes each statement below.

 11. A diamond is a ___ stone.  

 12. Use ___ to keep your skin soft and supple. 

 13. The ___ was sixty seconds long. 

 14. The ___ from the sandpaper makes the wood smooth. 

 15. Your performance tonight was ___ great. 

 16. I have a ___ for making your essay better. 

 17. He enjoys learning about the history of ___ Greece. 

 18. May I ask you a ___? 

 19. The ___ host made his guests feel welcome. 

 20. My favorite ___ when playing softball is third base.

 1. _________________

2. _________________

 3. _________________

4. _________________

 5. _________________

6. _________________

7. _________________

8. _________________

9. _________________

10. _________________

Spelling Words
precious commercial especially ancient gracious
position question suggestion friction lotion
potion digestion artificial glacier cautious
efficient sensational vicious official ration

 11. _________________

12. _________________

 13. _________________

14. _________________

15. _________________

16. _________________

17. _________________

18. _________________

19. _________________

20. _________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Say and spell the list words aloud for your child, 
making some spelling mistakes. Have your child tell if the word is spelled correctly and point out any 
errors you made.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 4 Week 3 Day 3 71

  

Words with ci and ti
Proofread the Poem Circle six spelling errors in the poem. Write the words 
correctly. Find a line in the poem with an unnecessary capital letter. Write the 
line correctly.

Grandfather Mountain
Wen I look at Grandfather Mountain I see
bears on the slopes and cautious white-tailed deer, 
eagles and vicous panthers,
groundhogs and woodchucks,
a flock of wild turkeys and a red-tailed hawk,
blue Jays and squirrels.

The preshius fleeting bloom of spring,
the sensashional crimson hues of autumn,
in winter the glashier at the summit— 
a lake of ice, rocky and wild.

When I look at Grandfather Mountain I see
that anciant mountain smiling down on me.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it.

 8. preshius precious

 9. comercial commercial

 10. especially espeshully 

 11. ancient anshient

 12. grashious gracious

 13. position posishun

 14. question queschion

 15. suggestion sugeschiun

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 especially
 when

precious
commercial
especially
ancient
gracious
position
question
suggestion
friction
lotion

potion
digestion
artificial
glacier
cautious
efficient
sensational
vicious
official
ration

Spelling Words

 8. _____________________

 9. _____________________

 10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

 15. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with ci and ti. Ask your child to pick a list word, pronounce it, 
and tell whether the /sh/ sound or the /ch/ sound is present.

Words with ci and ti

Word Scramble Unscramble the list words and write them on the lines.

 1. ootinp

 2. tsensaalnio

 3. trilaicifa

 4. tcirfnio

 5. tolion

 6. cargusio 

Finishing Words Fill in the blank with either ci or ti to finish each word. Write each word.

 7. ra_____on

 8. posi_____on

 9. offi_____al

 10. gla_____er

 11. effi_____ent

 12. cau_____ous

 13. sugges_____on

 14. ques_____on

 15. pre_____ous

 16. commer_____al

 17. an_____ent

 18. vi_____ous

 19. espe_____ally

 20. diges_____on

 1. _________________

2. _________________

 3. _________________

4. _________________

 5. _________________

6. _________________

7. _________________

8. _________________

9. _________________

10. _________________

 11. _________________

12. _________________

 13. _________________

14. _________________

 15. _________________

16. _________________

17. _________________

18. _________________

19. _________________

20. _________________

Spelling Words
precious commercial especially ancient gracious
position question suggestion friction lotion
potion digestion artificial glacier cautious
efficient sensational vicious official ration
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Home Activity Your child is learning about related words. Ask your child how the word pairs are 
related.

Related Words I

Word Sort Sort the list words by whether they are or are not 
base words.

 base words
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 not base words
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. poem
 2. poetic
 3. direct
 4. direction
 5. origin
 6. original
 7. combine
 8. combination
 9. repeat
 10. repetition

 11. critic
 12. criticize
 13. history
 14. historic
 15. academy
 16. academic
 17. inspire
 18. inspiration
 19. depart
 20. departure

Challenge Words
 21. erode
 22. erosion
 23. maintain
 24. maintenance
 25. confiscate
 26. confiscation

Challenge Words

 base words
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

23. ____________________

Generalization Related words often have parts that are spelled the same 
but pronounced differently: poem, poetic.

 not base words
24. ____________________

25. ____________________

26. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child used words in statements and matched words with definitions. Ask your 
child to pick three list words from Exercises 13-20, spell them, and use them in a sentence.

Related Words I

Missing Words Write two list words to finish each sentence.

If you don’t know (1)___, you are likely to (2)___ it. 

 1. ___________________ 2. ___________________

A thoughtful art (3)___ may (4)___ an artist to make changes in his or her work. 

 3. ___________________ 4. ___________________

An art critic will sometimes (5)___ the (6)___ of colors an artist uses. 

 5. ___________________ 6. ___________________

The train will (7)___ from its point of (8)___ at exactly noon. 

 7. ___________________ 8. ___________________

Upon its (9)___, the train will head in a westerly (10)___.

 9. ___________________ 10. ___________________

I will (11)___ my chef to (12)___ the ingredients according to my recipe.

 11. ___________________ 12. ___________________

Definitions Write a list word that fits each definition. 

 13. new or previously unthought of 

 14. having to do with poetry

 15. to do or occur again and again 

 16. a written composition in verse 

 17. having to do with history 

 18. sudden insight or realization 

 19. having to do with learning 

 20. a place of learning 

Spelling Words
poem poetic direct direction origin
original combine combination repeat repetition
critic criticize history historic academy
academic inspire inspiration depart departure

 13. _________________

14. _________________

15. _________________

16. _________________

17. _________________

18. _________________

19. _________________

20. _________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Ask your child to identify the words that are 
most difficult for him or her to spell.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 4 Week 4 Day 3 75

  

Related Words I
Proofread a Script Circle six spelling errors in the script. Write the words 
correctly. Find a sentence in the script with a punctuation error. Write it 
correctly.

Time Out
(Nico is in his room, working on a school project Eric 
enters.)
Nico: (sighing with frustration) I don’t mean to critisize, 
but you’re always tardy, Eric.
Eric: (taking off his jacket) Yeah, I’m sorry. I just 
wanted to finish watching my favorite TV program.
Nico: If you repete this pattern, we’ll never finish this 
histery project, or I’ll end up doing most of the work 
myself. It’s supposed to be a combenation of our work.
Eric: (shrugging with resignation) I said I was sorry. It 
seems like time just flies by.
Nico: I know. But it’s important that you be here on time. 
If we miss the deadline we’ll be the laughing stock of the 
acadimy. I’ll let you borrow my watch until this project 
is finished if you promise me you’ll be prompt from now 
on. Is that a deal?
Eric: (breaking into a broad grin) Sure. I’ll try to be 
more ackadimic.
Nico: Okay then. Now let’s get to work.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ___________________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 8. origin origen

 9. origenul original

 10. cumbine combine

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 always
 myself

poem
poetic
direct
direction
origin
original
combine
combination
repeat
repetition

critic
criticize
history
historic
academy
academic
inspire
inspiration
depart
departure

Spelling Words

 8. _____________________

 9. _____________________

 10. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell related words. Ask your child to pick a list word from 
Exercises 1-10 and tell how the spelling of the base word changed when the ending was added.

Related Words I

Related Words Write a related list word for each word below.

 1. criticize

 2. origin

 3. depart

 4. history

 5. direct

 6. academy

 7. poem

 8. inspire

 9. repeat

 10. combine

Word Search Find and circle ten list words in the word search. Write the words on the lines.

    I I E C I M E D A C A R

    N N K Z M A T T C R E C

    O A S O I P P I C P D O

    I Z F P B C R A E E M M

    T A D B I O I T H Q O B

    C C I Y T R I T H E F I

    E P I S R T A U I X C N

    R W I T I P U T S R D A

    I H N O E U N R I I C T

    D P N U Z O K S R O X I

    E R U T R A P E D H N O

    O R I G I N A L I E S N

 1. _____________________

2. _____________________

 3. _____________________

4. _____________________

 5. _____________________

6. _____________________

7. _____________________

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

 11. _________________

12. _________________

 13. _________________

14. _________________

 15. _________________

16. _________________

17. _________________

18. _________________

19. _________________

20. _________________

Spelling Words
poem poetic direct direction origin
original combine combination repeat repetition
critic criticize history historic academy
academic inspire inspiration depart departure
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Home Activity Your child is learning about word endings -ty, -ity, and -tion. Ask your child to say each 
word and spell it aloud.

Word Endings -ty, -ity, -tion

Word Sort Sort the list words by their endings.

 -ty
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 -ity
7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 -tion
 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. electricity
 2. equality
 3. society
 4. specialty
 5. celebrity
 6. recognition
 7. description
 8. reduction
 9. tradition
 10. loyalty

 11. security
 12. clarity
 13. popularity
 14. certainty
 15. cruelty
 16. subscription
 17. reputation
 18. intention
 19. deception
 20. penalty

Challenge Words
 21. pronunciation
 22. hospitality
 23. subtlety
 24. technicality
 25. demonstration

Challenge Words

 -ty
21. ___________________

 -ity
22. ___________________

23. ____________________

Generalization When -ty, -ity, and -tion are added to some words, one or 
more letters may change: social, society.

 -tion
24. ____________________

25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child spelled words that end in -ty, -ity, and -tion. Ask your child to choose five list 
words, say them, and then spell them.

Word Endings -ty, -ity, -tion

Definitions Write a list word that fits each definition. 

 1. faithfulness to a cause, ideal, or custom 

 2. freedom from danger, fear, or anxiety 

 3. the passing of information and beliefs from one generation to the next

 4. the quality of being clear 

 5. reduced in number or  size 

 6. condition of being liked by most people 

 7. an account  in words 

 8. condition of being free from doubt 

 9. the condition of realizing  someone or something is previously known 

 10. readiness to give pain to others 

Words in Context Write a list word to finish each statement below.

 11. It’s time for me to renew my ___ to my local newspaper. 

 12. I can’t believe I actually got an autograph from my favorite ___. 

 13. That company has a ___ for fine work. 

 14. I have many hobbies, but collecting baseball cards is my ___. 

 15. It was not my ___ to hurt your feelings.

 16. I am glad that we live in a free and open ___. 

 17. I don’t believe that you should live your life based on lies and ___. 

 18. The ___ of the two teams makes the game more interesting. 

 19. The ___ went off during that big storm last night. 

 20. I spent some time in the ___ box during today’s hockey game.

Spelling Words
electricity equality society specialty celebrity
recognition description reduction tradition loyalty
security clarity popularity certainty cruelty
subscription reputation intention deception penalty

 11. ________________

 12. ________________

 13. ________________

14. ________________

15. ________________

16. ________________

17. ________________

18. ________________

19. ________________

20. ________________

 1. ________________

2. ________________

 3. ________________

4. ________________

 5. ________________

6. ________________

7. ________________

8. ________________

9. ________________

10. ________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Say a word from the list and have your child 
spell it aloud.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 4 Week 5 Day 3 79

  

Word Endings -ty, -ity, -tion
Proofread an Article Circle six misspelled words in the article below. 
Write them correctly. Find a sentence with a misplaced adjective. 
Write it correctly.

The Importance of Society

Humans are beings social. We all feel the need to belong 
to a social group. Within such a group, we come to value 
our reputashion and strive for recignition and populerity. 
Being members of society provides us with sicurity, 
and clarety about social tredition. And perhaps most 
importantly, being members of society prevents us from 
being alone.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ___________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. 
Write it on the line.

 8. electricity electrisity elecktricity

 9. penlty penilty penalty

 10. sosiety society socety

 11. certainty curtainty cirtainty

 12. cruelty crulty creulty

 13. subscribtion subscription subscripshun

 14. celebrty cellebrity celebrity 

 15. intention intenshun intenshen

 16. speclty specialty specalty

 17. deseption decepshun deception

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 finally
 really

electricity
equality
society
specialty
celebrity
recognition
description
reduction
tradition
loyalty

security
clarity
popularity
certainty
cruelty
subscription
reputation
intention
deception
penalty

Spelling Words

 8. ________________

 9. ________________

 10. ________________

11. ________________

12. ________________

13. ________________

14. ________________

 15. ________________

16. ________________

 17. ________________
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Home Activity Your child combined word parts and created rhyming word pairs. Ask your child to 
create a two-line poem that rhymes royalty with loyalty.

Word Endings -ty, -ity, -tion

Word Endings Add -ty, -ity, or -tion to each word to make a list word. Change the spelling of 
the base word if needed. Write each word.

 1. penal

 2. cruel

 3. certain

 4. popular

 5. loyal

 6. special

 7. equal

 8. electric

 9. intent

 10. clear

Alphabetical Order Write the list word that fits in alphabetical order between the two words.

 11. read _________________ river

 12. calculate _________________ cement

 13. deadline _________________ dictionary

 14. section _________________ sediment

 15. trade _________________ traffic

 16. raise _________________ ridiculous

 17. describe _________________ determine

 18. sadness _________________ space

 19. reason _________________ request

 20. serial _________________ super

 1. __________________

2. __________________

 3. __________________

4. __________________

 5. __________________

6. __________________

7. __________________

8. __________________

9. __________________

10. __________________

Spelling Words
electricity equality society specialty celebrity
recognition description reduction tradition loyalty
security clarity popularity certainty cruelty
subscription reputation intention deception penalty
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Home Activity Your child is learning about word endings -ate, -ive, and -ship. Ask your child what to 
do when adding -ate or -ive to base words ending in e.

Suffixes -ate, -ive, -ship

Word Sort Sort the list words by their endings.

 -ate
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 -ive
7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 -ship
 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. activate
 2. negative
 3. friendship
 4. objective
 5. representative
 6. attractive
 7. creative
 8. membership
 9. partnership
 10. compassionate

 11. fortunate
 12. considerate
 13. secretive
 14. scholarship
 15. restrictive
 16. affectionate
 17. cooperative
 18. originate
 19. township
 20. relationship

Challenge Words
 21. alienate
 22. affirmative
 23. dictatorship
 24. championship
 25. rehabilitate

Challenge Words

 -ate
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

Generalization When adding suffixes -ate or -ive, drop the e in base words 
ending in e: active, activate. When adding -ship, make no changes to the 
base word: friend, friendship.

 -ive
23. ____________________

 -ship
24. ____________________

25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with suffixes -ate, -ive, and -ship. Ask your child to pick five list 
words, spell them, and use them in sentences. 

Suffixes -ate, -ive, -ship

Words in Context Write a list word to finish each statement below.

 1. I have a good ___ with my neighbor.

 2. I consider myself ___ to have such a good job. 

 3. Our village is in the western part of our ___. 

 4. The emergency room nurse was kind and ___. 

 5. Many disagreements ___ from misunderstandings. 

 6. He was very ___ about the gifts he bought. 

 7. Maintaining a community garden is a ___ effort. 

 8. My brother received a ___ to the best college in the state. 

 9. My new puppy is so ___ that she won’t stop licking my face. 

 10. Safety rules are very ___. 

Word Meanings Write a list word that fits each meaning. 

 11. to make active 

 12. wishing to help those that suffer 

 13. the opposite of positive 

 14. the state of being a partner 

 15. condition of being friends 

 16. belonging to a group or organization 

 17. a purpose or goal 

 18. having the ability to be original 

 19. a typical example of a group or class

 20. winning attention; pleasing

Spelling Words
activate negative friendship objective representative
attractive creative membership partnership compassionate
fortunate considerate secretive scholarship restrictive
affectionate cooperative originate township relationship

 11. ____________________

 12. ____________________

 13. ____________________

14. ____________________

15. ____________________

16. ____________________

17. ____________________

18. ____________________

19. ____________________

20. ____________________

 1. ____________________

2. ____________________

 3. ____________________

4. ____________________

 5. ____________________

6. ____________________

7. ____________________

8. ____________________

9. ____________________

10. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Ask your child to select a list word and use it in 
a sentence.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 5 Week 1 Day 3 83

  

Suffixes -ate, -ive, -ship
Proofread a Journal Entry Circle six spelling errors in the journal entry 
below. Write them correctly. Find a sentence in the journal with an incorrect 
pronoun. Write it correctly on the line.

Double Trouble

This is Cindy. Me live with my older sisters Mindy and 
Lindy. They’re identical twins. They think alike, have all 
the same little habits, and never say anything negetive 
about each other. They are very seecretive and even have 
their own language.

They like the same subjects at school. They’re attractive 
and amazingly creative. They’re both fortenate to 
get good grades all the time. They both hope to earn 
a scholership and go to the same collidge someday. 
There is only one way they are different. Mindy has a 
memburship to a tennis club, while Lindy belongs to a 
swim club. 

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. _______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 8. friendship freindship 

 9. objektive objective

 10. representetive representative 

 11. attractive atractive

 12. creative creatuve

 13. conciderat considerate

 14. partnership partnirship

 15. compashonate compassionate 

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 until
 college

activate
negative
friendship
objective
representative
attractive
creative
membership
partnership
compassionate

fortunate
considerate
secretive
scholarship
restrictive
affectionate
cooperative
originate
township
relationship

Spelling Words

 8. ____________________

 9. ____________________

 10. ____________________

11. ____________________

12. ____________________

13. ____________________

14. ____________________

 15. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words ending in -ate, -ive, and -ship. Ask your child to 
pick a list word, spell it, and use it in a sentence.

Suffixes -ate, -ive, -ship

Word Endings Add -ate, -ive, and -ship to the base words below to form a list word. 
Write the word.

 1. represent

 3. attract

 5. object

 7. create

 9. friend

Word Search Find the ten list words from the box in the puzzle. Circle them and write them 
on the lines.

  secretive relationship compassionate cooperative originate

  affectionate township scholarship considerate restrictive

 D P G O X S T R O T K S E C R E T I V E

 O A Z X C V B E P O I U Y T R E W R L S

 R F L K M U O L M N B V C X Z A S E W C

 I F H G F D S A K J H G F D S A G S J H

 G E P O I U Y T L K J U I O P M N T O O

 I C L K J H G I A S D F G H J K L R P L

 N T T Y U I C O N S I D E R A T E I K A

 A I M J U I K N G H T Y B N M J U C N R

 T O S T O W N S H I P T H N M J Y T C S

 E N T Y U I O H F G H J K L O I U I O H

 S A E R T Y U I P L M K O I J N B V Q I

 A T G N C O O P E R A T I V E T H E W P

 T E V G Y C O M P A S S I O N A T E Y R

____________________

 ____________________

____________________

 ____________________

____________________

 11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

 19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
activate negative friendship objective representative
attractive creative membership partnership compassionate
fortunate considerate secretive scholarship restrictive
affectionate cooperative originate township relationship

 ____________________

 ____________________

 ____________________

 ____________________

 ____________________

 2. member

 4. negate

 6. partner

 8. active

 10. fortune
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Home Activity Your child is learning about words from other cultures. Ask your child to pick a list word 
and spell it aloud.

Words From Many Cultures

Word Sort Sort the list words by words you know how to spell and 
words you are learning to spell. Write every word.

 words I know
 how to spell

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
 1. ivory
 2. cocoa
 3. lilac
 4. gorilla
 5. pretzel
 6. safari
 7. kayak
 8. crocodile
 9. fiesta
 10. dandelion

 11. monsoon
 12. slalom
 13. amateur
 14. boutique
 15. suede
 16. poncho
 17. hammock
 18. bungalow
 19. sequin
 20. burrito

Challenge Words
 21. ukulele
 22. origami
 23. haiku
 24. artichoke
 25. wildebeest

Challenge Words

 words I know
 how to spell

21. ____________________

22. ____________________

Generalization Many words in English come from other languages and may 
have unexpected spellings: amateur.

 words I’m 
 learning to spell

23. ____________________

24. ____________________

25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words from many cultures. Ask your child to identify each food item in 
the list, spell the word, and use it in a sentence. 

Words From Many Cultures

Definitions Write a list word that fits each definition. 

1. tortilla rolled around a seasoned filling 

 2. seasonal wind that causes heavy rainfall when blowing from the southwest 

 3. a small disc of shining metal used to decorate clothing 

 4. skiing in a zigzag course 

 5. a one-storied house with a low-pitched roof 

 6. a person who does something for fun rather than money 

 7. a hanging couch made of netting 

 8. a small, fashionable shop 

 9. a sleeveless jacket 

 10. leather with a velvety surface 

Words in Context Write a list word to finish each sentence below.

 11. Did you know you can use ___ leaves in salad? 

 12. Tusks of elephants and walruses are made of ___. 

 13. Another name for a party is a ___. 

 14. Hot ___ hits the spot on a cold winter day. 

 15. There are important differences between an alligator and a ___. 

 16. A ___ is a type of flower. 

 17. I rushed through the rapids without tipping my ___. 

 18. The ___ is the largest primate in the zoo. 

 19. My uncle brought back some great photos from his ___ in Africa. 

 20. Some folks like chips, but I prefer a good ___.

Spelling Words
ivory cocoa lilac gorilla pretzel
safari kayak crocodile fiesta dandelion
monsoon slalom amateur boutique suede
poncho hammock bungalow sequin burrito

 11. _____________

 12. _____________

 13. _____________

14. _____________

15. _____________

16. _____________

17. _____________

18. _____________

19. _____________

20. _____________

 1. _____________

2. _____________

 3. _____________

4. _____________

 5. _____________

6. _____________

7. _____________

8. _____________

9. _____________

10. _____________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Ask your child to spell the word crocodile and 
use it in a sentence.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 5 Week 2 Day 3 87

  

Words From Many Cultures
Proofread a Letter Circle six misspelled words in the letter below. Write 
them correctly. Find a sentence with a mistake in capitalization. Write it 
correctly.

Dear Mark,

 My family and I just got back from the greatest 
vacation ever—a real African safarie. there’s a lot to tell 
you. We saw a crocadile, a gorila, and dozens of other 
wild animals. One night we slept in a small bungalow 
with no electricity. We each had our own hammuck and 
listened to the night sounds echoing throgh the jungle. We 
even took a kiyak trip down a remote river. Wait until 
you see the pictures!

See you soon, 
David

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ___________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 8. ivery ivory

 9. coco cocoa

 10. lilac lilack

 11. suede seude

 12. pretzel pretsel

 13. saphari safari

 14. amiture amateur

 15. poncho ponchoe

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 through
 there’s

ivory
cocoa
lilac
gorilla
pretzel
safari
kayak
crocodile
fiesta
dandelion

monsoon
slalom
amateur
boutique
suede
poncho
hammock
bungalow
sequin
burrito

Spelling Words

 8. ____________________

 9. ____________________

 10. ____________________

11. ____________________

12. ____________________

13. ____________________

14. ____________________

 15. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words from many cultures. Tell your child the meaning of 
a list word and ask your child to identify the word, spell it, and use it in a sentence.

Words From Many Cultures

Word Parts Combine word parts from the two columns to form a list word. Write the words.

 1. saf teur 

 2. ka soon

 3. croco esta

 4. fi dile

 5. dan ari 

 6. mon yak 

 7. sla delion

 8. ama lac 

 9. bou lom 

 10. li tique

Word Scramble Unscramble the list words and write them on the lines.

 11. yirvo

 12. riturob

 13. acooc

 14. nsieuq

 15. edsue

 16. wboulnag

 17. aglolri

 18. khcaomm

 19. lperzet

 20. ophocn

 1. __________________

2. __________________

 3. __________________

4. __________________

 5. __________________

6. __________________

7. __________________

8. __________________

9. __________________

10. __________________

 11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

 19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
ivory cocoa lilac gorilla pretzel
safari kayak crocodile fiesta dandelion
monsoon slalom amateur boutique suede
poncho hammock bungalow sequin burrito
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Home Activity Your child is learning about compound words. Ask your child to say each list word and 
spell it.

Compound Words

Word Sort Sort the list words by whether they are written as one 
word or with a hyphen.

 one word
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

 hyphenated word
9. _______________________

10. _______________________

 11. _______________________

 12. _______________________

 13. _______________________

 14. _______________________

15. _______________________

16. _______________________

17. _______________________

18. _______________________

19. _______________________

20. _______________________

Spelling Words
 1. old-fashioned
 2. daydream
 3. summertime
 4. follow-up
 5. knee-deep
 6. foothills
 7. nevertheless
 8. self-control
 9. themselves
 10. baby-sit

 11. make-believe
 12. sunburn
 13. bloodhound
 14. fine-tune
 15. great-grandmother
 16. roller-skating
 17. folklore
 18. empty-handed
 19. self-esteem
 20. runner-up

Challenge Words
 21. breathtaking
 22. straight-faced
 23. president-elect
 24. heavyweight
 25. cross-examination

Challenge Words

 one word
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

Generalization Some compound words are written as one word: daydream. 
Other compound words are written with hyphens: follow-up.

 hyphenated word
23. _______________________

24. _______________________

25. _______________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote compound words. Ask your child to pick list words from 
Exercises 11-20, spell them, and use them in a sentence.

Compound Words

Words in Context Write a list word to finish each statement below.

 1. I can’t go out tonight because I have to ___ my little sister.

 2. My little sister likes to dress up and play ___. 

 3. She and her friends look at ___ in the mirror and laugh and giggle. 

 4. I stayed out in the sun too long and got a ___. 

 5. I was standing ___ in snow. 

 6. It takes a lot of ___ to quit a bad habit. 

 7. We were late to the show, but we enjoyed it ___. 

 8. My report is almost done, but I still need to ___ it a bit. 

 9. My uncle lives in a cabin in the ___ of a big mountain range. 

 10. I found a picture of my ___ on her wedding day.

Word Meanings Write a list word that fits each definition. 

 11. a large, powerful dog with a good sense of smell 

 12. moving on shoes with wheels 

 13. any action designed to be a further effort 

 14. traditional customs, tales, or sayings 

 15. the time between spring and autumn 

 16. bringing or taking nothing of value

 17. a pleasant creation of the imagination 

 18. confidence and satisfaction in oneself 

 19. characteristic of a past era

 20. someone who comes in second 

Spelling Words
old-fashioned daydream summertime follow-up knee-deep
foothills nevertheless self-control themselves baby-sit
make-believe sunburn bloodhound fine-tune great-grandmother
roller-skating folklore empty-handed self-esteem runner-up

 11. _______________________

 12. _______________________

 13. _______________________

 14. _______________________

 15. _______________________

 16. _______________________

 17. _______________________

 18. _______________________

 19. _______________________

 20. _______________________

 1. _______________________

2. _______________________

 3. _______________________

4. _______________________

 5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

8. _______________________

9. _______________________

10. _______________________
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words. Read each list word to your child. Have your 
child tell if the compound word is written as one word or with a hyphen.

Spelling Practice Book Unit 5 Week 3 Day 3 91

  

Compound Words
Proofread a Letter Circle six spelling errors in the letter. Write the words 
correctly. Find a line with an incorrect verb form. Write it correctly.

Dear Jenny,

My family take a summertime trip to my 
great-grandmother’s house. She lives in the 
foothills of the Smoky Mountains. The drive was 
like a day-dream because it was so beautiful. We 
couldn’t arrive emptyhanded so we shopped at 
an old-fashuned country store. It took selfcontrol 
not to buy many things.

When we arrived, my great-grandmother was 
kneedeep in the garden picking vegetables for dinner. 
That night we sat around the fireplace and talked 
about the folklor of the region. We had a very good 
time. Next time we visit I will be able to baby-sit a 
newborn lamb.

Sam

1. ________________ 2. _________________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________________

7. ___________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 8. make-believe makebelieve 

 9. sun-burn sunburn 

 10. blood-hound bloodhound

 11. fine-tune finetune 

 12. great-grandmother greatgrandmother

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 themselves
 something

old-fashioned
daydream
summertime
follow-up
knee-deep
foothills
nevertheless
self-control
themselves
baby-sit

make-believe
sunburn
bloodhound
fine-tune
great-grandmother
roller-skating
folklore
empty-handed
self-esteem
runner-up

Spelling Words

 8. ________________________

 9. ________________________

 10. ________________________

11. ________________________

12. ________________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell compound words. Say a list word and have your child 
spell it aloud.

Compound Words

Drawing Conclusions Write the list word that answers each question.

 1. Who is your grandmother’s mother?

 2. Who came in second?

 3. What do you get if you stay in the sun too long?

 4. What do you need to break a bad habit? 

 5. What do you do when you take care of a young child? 

 6. When is a good time of year to go swimming? 

 7. What are you doing when you have wheels on your shoes?

 8. What are you when you’re left with nothing? 

 9. What is something that’s not modern?

 10. What is a dream that you dream while you’re awake? 

Word Groups Write the list word that fits in each group below.

 11. confidence, self-satisfaction, ____

 12. tradition, tales, ____

 13. perfect, polish, ____

 14. poodle, terrier, ____

 15. imagine, pretend, ____

 16. herself, himself, ____

 17. even so, nonetheless, ____

 18. plains, mountains, ____

 19. finish, review, ____

 20. swamped, wading, ____

 1. ________________________

2. ________________________

 3. ________________________

4. ________________________

 5. ________________________

6. ________________________

7. ________________________

8. ________________________

9. ________________________

10. ________________________

 11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

 19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
old-fashioned daydream summertime follow-up knee-deep
foothills nevertheless self-control themselves baby-sit
make-believe sunburn bloodhound fine-tune great-grandmother
roller-skating folklore empty-handed self-esteem runner-up
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with the suffixes -ism, -age, and -ure. 
Say a word from the list and have your child spell the word aloud.
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Suffixes -ism, -age, -ure

Word Sort Sort the list words according to their suffixes.
Spelling Words
 1. mileage
 2. moisture
 3. heroism
 4. storage
 5. passage
 6. organism
 7. journalism
 8. failure
 9. mixture
 10. postage

 11. luggage
 12. departure
 13. patriotism
 14. optimism
 15. acreage
 16. percentage
 17. enclosure
 18. voltage
 19. temperature
 20. mannerism

Challenge Words
 21. metabolism
 22. impressionism
 23. patronage
 24. brokerage
 25. architecture

Generalization The suffixes -ism, -age, and -ure form nouns when added to 
words.

 -ism
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 -age
13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words
 -ism
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

 -age
23. ___________________

24. ___________________

 -ure
25. ___________________

-ure
7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words that ended in –ism, -age, and -ure. Ask your child to pick five 
words from the list, spell them, and use them in sentences.
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Suffixes -ism, -age, -ure

Words in Context Write a list word that completes each sentence. 

1. Another word for dampness is ___.

2. When you are running a fever, your ___ is high. 

3. Someone with a lot of land owns a lot of ___. 

4. If it’s time for you to leave, it’s time for your ___. 

 5. You need ___ to mail a letter. 

 6. If you have a lot of baggage, you have a lot of ___. 

7. If something is not a success, it is a ___. 

 8. If you are brave, you are displaying ___. 

9. If you drive a long distance in your car, you put on a lot of ___. 

 10. If you combine things, you make a ___. 

Word Relationships Match each phrase with a list word. Write the list word.

 11. way of acting 

12. strength or electrical force 

 13. act of storing away 

 14. a way through 

 15. newspaper work 

 16. positive attitude 

 17. part of each hundred 

 18. keep within a space 

 19. love of country 

 20. living thing 

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
mileage moisture heroism storage passage
organism journalism failure mixture postage
luggage departure patriotism optimism acreage
percentage enclosure voltage temperature mannerism
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with suffixes -ism, -age, and -ure. Ask your child 
to say and spell all list words that ends with -ism.
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Suffixes -ism, -age, -ure
Proofread a Brochure Circle six misspelled words in the brochure. 
Write the words correctly. Find a sentence with incorrect punctuation. 
Write it correctly.

What to Do on St. William Island

You will find sandy beaches, spectacular views, water 
sports, and great shopping. Whare? The island of 
St. William. St. William Island is a unique mixture 
of tropical island paradise and historic architecture. 
The high percentige of historic buildings will take 
you back in time. You’ll marvel at the well-preserved 
old warehouses, public buildings, military structures, 
and churches in Port City. There are trolleys on the 
island that provide pasage to breathtaking views of 
the harbor and town. You won’t need much lugage, 
because the temprature is always warm. Reserve 
your departere date today!

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. __________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

8. patriotism patriotizm

9. optimizum optimism

 10. acrage acreage

11. percentage percenteage

12. enclosure  enclosere

13. voltage voltege

14. tempureture temperature

15. mannerism mannerizm

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 where
 off

mileage
moisture
heroism
storage
passage
organism
journalism
failure
mixture
postage

luggage
departure
patriotism
optimism
acreage
percentage
enclosure
voltage
temperature
mannerism

Spelling Words

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

15. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child learned to spell words with suffixes -ism, -age, and -ure. Ask your child to 
pick a list word and define it.
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Suffixes -ism, -age, -ure

Complete the Words Fill in the blanks to complete the list words. Write the words.

 1. l _ _ g _ g _

 2. _ _ s t _ g e

 3. d e _ _ _ t u _ e

 4. m _ x _ _ r e

 5. p _ t _ _ o _ _ s m 

 6. f _ _ _ u r e 

 7. _ _ t i m _ _ m  

 8. a c _ _ _ g _ 

 9. j o _ _ _ a l _ _ m 

 10. o _ _ _ n _  s _  

Word Endings Add -ism, -age, or -ure to each word to make a list word. 
Change the spelling of the base word if needed. Write the list word.

 11. percent

 12. enclose 

13. volt 

 14. mile 

 15. moist

 16. hero 

 17. store

 18. pass

 19. temperate

 20. manner

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
mileage moisture heroism storage passage
organism journalism failure mixture postage
luggage departure patriotism optimism acreage
percentage enclosure voltage temperature mannerism
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with the prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, and semi-. 
Have your child say each word and spell it aloud.

The House of Wisdom
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Prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, semi-

Word Sort Sort the list words by their prefixes.
Spelling Words
 1. bisect
 2. triangle
 3. universal
 4. semicircle
 5. biceps
 6. bilingual
 7. tricycle
 8. university
 9. semifinal
 10. uniform

 11. bifocals
 12. reunion
 13. unison
 14. semicolon
 15. unicorn
 16. semiprivate
 17. triplicate
 18. semisweet
 19. semiannual
 20. biplane

Challenge Words
 21. semiprecious
 22. bicentennial
 23. trigonometry
 24. semiprofessional
 25. unification

Generalization The prefix bi- means “two” or “twice,” tri- means “having 
three” or “three,” semi- means “half” or “partly,” and uni- means “one.”

 bi-
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

 tri-
12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 semi-
6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 uni-
15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words

 bi-
21. ______________________

 tri-
22. ______________________

 semi-
23. ______________________

24. ______________________

 uni-
25. ______________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, and semi-. Ask your child to pick a 
list word and use it in a sentence.

The House of Wisdom
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Prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, semi-

Word Meanings Write a list word that matches each description. 

1. an airplane with two wings 

2. a legendary creature with one horn 

3. a pedaled vehicle with three wheels 

4. a geometric figure with three corners 

 5. a large college 

 6. one of many matching outfits of clothing 

7. a half circle 

 8. arm muscles 

9. lenses with two different focal lengths 

Matching Statements Match a list word with a statement. Write the list word on the line.

 10. Grammar Teacher: “Use a ___ to show a separation that is not as 

complete as a period but more so than a comma. 

 11. Math Teacher: “When you draw a line through the midpoint 

of another line, you ___ it.” 

12. Choir Director: “It’s almost time for our ___ concert.” 

 13. Cooking Instructor: “Now add a packet of ___ chocolate.” 

 14. Party Organizer: “I’m putting together our class ___.” 

 15. Football Coach: “It’s important that we win this ___ game.” 

 16. Language Teacher: “When you finish my class you will be ___.” 

 17. Office Worker: “I must fill out these forms in ___.” 

 18. Hotel Clerk: “All we have available are ___ rooms.” 

 19. Science Teacher: “The rules of motion are ___.” 

 20. Cheerleading Coach: “You must make these moves in ___.”  

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
bisect triangle universal semicircle biceps
bilingual tricycle university semifinal uniform
bifocals reunion unison semicolon unicorn
semiprivate triplicate semisweet semiannual biplane



Name

PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, and semi-. Have your 
child pick five list words and spell them.
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Prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, semi-
Proofread an Article Circle five misspelled words. Write them correctly. 
Find a sentence with incorrect capitalization. Write it correctly on the line.

My class met to talk about our semifinal exams. We are 
preparing to go to a University in the fall. We sat in a 
semycircle so we could talk to each other. I remembered 
my bifocels so I could read the agenda. We made a 
unaversal decision to study together one night each 
week until the end of the semester. We agreed to have a 
semianual reunyon during our college years. In unison 
we wished each other luck. 

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 

6. ____________________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

7. bisect  bisekt 

8. biseps biceps

 9. bilingual billingul

 10. tricycle trisycle

11. triangul triangle

12. semicolon semecolon 

 13. unison uneson

 14. triplecate triplicate

15. biplain biplane

 16. unicorn unicorne

 17. uneform uniform

18. biplain biplane

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 doesn’t
 which

bisect
triangle
universal
semicircle
biceps
bilingual
tricycle
university
semifinal
uniform

bifocals
reunion
unison
semicolon
unicorn
semiprivate
triplicate
semisweet
semiannual
biplane

Spelling Words

7. _____________________

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

15. _____________________

16. _____________________

17. _____________________

18. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words with prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, and semi-. Say the 
prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, and semi- one at a time and have your child write list words with each prefix.

The House of Wisdom
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Prefixes bi-, tri-, uni-, semi-

Word Search Find and circle ten list words in the puzzle. Write the words on the line.

       U N O W G C S Z T Q B T I F U

       L N S D D N M W R Y I Q C M D

       Y Y I S G Q L Y I S Z B E R B

       M S F V W O B N P E I F N D T

       U K L Z E Y D Y L L Y P U J W

       K T L A S R E V I N U K E O N

       B Q B K C M S N C Z E P J O I

       U I U E W O G I A J L N S U Q

       K N S R N U F I T I G I V Y X

       N V H E A X K I E Y N M P M Q

       K I D L C G Y Q B U A P A N Q

       N U Z D N T L I N B I C E P S

       P V P V R Y F D L R R I J J G

       N Y D P W D D H A G T I H R N

       S E M I C I R C L E G Q I S N

Adding Prefixes Add bi-, tri-, uni-, or semi- to each word to make 
a list word. Write the list word.

 11. plane 12. corn

 13. annual  14. colon

 15. sweet  16. final

 17. cycle  18. union

 19. private 20. form

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

Spelling Words
bisect triangle universal semicircle biceps
bilingual tricycle university semifinal uniform
bifocals reunion unison semicolon unicorn
semiprivate triplicate semisweet semiannual biplane

biceps
bifocals
bilingual
bisect
semicircle
triangle
triplicate
unison
universal
university

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with the suffixes -ary, -ery, and -ory. Say a list word 
and ask your child if it ends in -ary, -ery, or -ory.

Don Quixote
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Suffixes -ary, -ery, -ory

Word Sort Sort the list words by their suffixes.
Spelling Words
 1. bakery
 2. scenery
 3. vocabulary
 4. temporary
 5. surgery
 6. inventory
 7. directory
 8. pottery
 9. discovery
 10. imaginary

 11. machinery
 12. nursery
 13. voluntary
 14. honorary
 15. satisfactory
 16. introductory
 17. advisory
 18. bribery
 19. secondary
 20. bravery

Challenge Words
 21. itinerary
 22. inflammatory
 23. accessory
 24. anniversary
 25. confectionery

Generalization When adding -ary, -ery, and -ory, there are often no sound 
clues to help you decide whether to use an a, an e, or an o.

 -ary
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

 -ery
 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words
 -ary
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

 -ery
23. ___________________

 -ory
24. ___________________

25. ___________________

 -ory
7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________ 

11. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with suffixes -ary, -ery, and -ory. Ask your child to say five list 
words, spell them, and use them in sentences.

Don Quixote
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Suffixes -ary, -ery, -ory

Definitions Write a list word that matches the definition.  

1. courage

2. the working parts of a machine 

3. a place where young children are cared for 

4. of second rank or importance 

 5. freely chosen 

 6. the act of giving or taking a bribe 

7. having or conferring distinction 

 8. containing or giving advice 

9. adequate 

 10. used to introduce 

 11. a book that lists information 

Synonyms Write the list word that means the same or almost the same as each word below.

 12. bakeshop 

13. ceramics 

 14. stock 

 15. make-believe 

 16. short term 

 17. landscape 

 18. finding 

 19. operation 

 20. language 

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

 19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
bakery scenery vocabulary temporary surgery
inventory directory pottery discovery imaginary
machinery nursery voluntary honorary satisfactory
introductory advisory bribery secondary bravery



Name

PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with suffixes -ary, -ery, and -ory. Ask your child 
to think of a way that can make it easier to remember whether a word ends in -ary, -ery, or -ory.
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Suffixes -ary, -ery, -ory
Proofread an Article Circle six misspelled words. Write them correctly. 
Find a sentence with a misplaced comma. Write it correctly on the line.

Our class visited a factory that makes pottary. 
After an introductory talk by the factory manager 
we looked at the directery and decided to see the 
specialized machinary first. The factory workers 
took a timporary break to show us how the machines 
worked. It was a very interesting diskovery to learn
about the process of making pottery. There are many 
steps to take from a chunk of clay to a satisfacktory 
product.

After the tour, we went to the bakery for a snack. This 
was a very educational and fun day.

1. ________________ 2. ________________

3. ________________ 4. ________________

5. ________________ 6. ________________

7. __________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. 
Write it on the line.

8. secondery secondry secondary 

9. nursery nursury nersery

 10. volentery voluntary volentary

11. honorary honerary honorery

12. bravery bravory braviry

 13. introductory interductory introductery

 14. advisery advisory advizory

 15. bribery bribary bribiry 

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 whole
 beginning

bakery
scenery
vocabulary
temporary
surgery
inventory
directory
pottery
discovery
imaginary

machinery
nursery
voluntary
honorary
satisfactory
introductory
advisory
bribery
secondary
bravery

Spelling Words

8. ________________

9. ________________

10. ________________

11. ________________

12. ________________

13. ________________

14. ________________

15. ________________
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Home Activity Your child learned to spell words with suffixes -ary, -ery, and -ory. Circle the words in 
Exercises 1-18 that end in -ary and put a box around the words that end in -ery. 

Don Quixote
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Suffixes -ary, -ery, -ory

Draw Conclusions Write the list word that answers each question.

1. Where can you get fresh bread? 

2. If you need an operation, what will the doctor perform?

3. What is the total of all the words you know and use?

4.  What is a list of everything in a store?

 5.  What are arts and crafts made of clay? 

6.  What includes gears, pulleys, and engines? 

7.  Where do they take care of little children? 

 8.  What is a certain type of award? 

 9.  What does a meteorologist announce when bad weather is coming? 

10.  What is giving money to get someone else to do something? 

Word Search Find and circle eight list words in the puzzle. Write the words on the line.

       Y V I D I X N D U I I S A

       R R M B N J R D B D A O D

       A K A V T K E N Y T D B D

       D A G R R A M O I U R Y I

       N F I B O M K S Q A P T S

       O I N S D P F V V R R N C

       C E A O U A M E P H M B O

       E E R R C Q R E D G R B V

       S Z Y T T Y G C T P I T E

       F T O M O R R Z E M P F R

       V R Z Y R A T N U L O V Y

       Y I R Q Y D J E J N R J E

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

Spelling Words
bakery scenery vocabulary temporary surgery
inventory directory pottery discovery imaginary
machinery nursery voluntary honorary satisfactory
introductory advisory bribery secondary bravery

imaginary
satisfactory
bravery
secondary
introductory
temporary
voluntary
discovery
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words that have parts that are spelled the same but 
pronounced differently. Say a word and have your child say and spell the related word.

Ancient Greece
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Related Words 2

Word Sort Sort the list words by words that are base words and words 
that are not base words. Spelling Words

 1. alternate
 2. alternative
 3. office
 4. official
 5. economy
 6. economics
 7. normal
 8. normality
 9. restore
 10. restoration

 11. indicate
 12. indicative
 13. gene
 14. genetic
 15. excel
 16. excellence
 17. adapt
 18. adaptation
 19. crime
 20. criminal

Challenge Words
 21. deprive
 22. deprivation
 23. initiate
 24. initiative
 25. contaminate
 26. contamination

Generalization Related words often have parts that are spelled the same 
but pronounced differently: alternate, alternative.

 base words
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 not base words
11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words
 base words
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

23. ___________________

 not base words
24. ___________________

25. ___________________

26. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote related words. Use a list word in a sentence and have your child spell 
the word.

Ancient Greece
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Related Words 2

Related Words Write the list word that is related to each list word below.

 1.  crime 

 2.  economy 

 3.  restore 

 4.  excel 

 5. gene 

 6. office

 7.  alternate

Word Definitions Write a list word to match each definition.

 8.  average, standard, conforming 

 9.  being a sign of, suggestive 

 10.  usual condition

 11.  to point out 

 12.  adjustment to changes in conditions 

 13.  to be superior 

 14.  return to a former condition 

 15.  violation of the law 

 16.  one that substitutes for another 

 17.  avoiding waste, thrift 

 18.  inherited from your parents 

 19.  place of business 

 20.  adjust to change

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

9. ___________________ 

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
alternate alternative office official economy
economics normal normality restore restoration
indicate indicative gene genetic excel
excellence adapt adaptation crime criminal



Name

PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled related words. Spell list words and have your child tell 
you if you spelled them correctly or incorrectly. Make some intentional spelling mistakes and have your 
child spell the words correctly.
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Related Words 2
Proofread an Outline Circle six spelling errors in the outline. Write the words 
correctly. Find a sentence with an incorrect verb form. Write it correctly.

Using Heat

A. Heating systems—warm homes and buildings

 1.  Forced-air system—fuel heats air, which is blown 
through ducts and vents; other vents restor cool 
air to the furnace to be reheated.

B. Solar energy—alturnative energy from the sun

 1.  Passive solar heating use econumy of nature to 
move heat.

C.  Heat engine—an engine that converts thermal energy 
into mechanical energy

 1.  Internal combustion engines convert only about 
26% of the fuel’s chemical energy to mechanical 
energy—indicetive of inefficiency.

D.  Heat mover—device that moves thermal energy from 
one place to another 

 1. Air conditioners exsel at cooling warm air.

 2.  Heat pumps alturnate between cooling and 
warming air.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

 8. genetic ginetic

 9. oficial official

 10. ecunomics economics

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 friend
 awhile

alternate
alternative
office
official
economy
economics
normal
normality
restore
restoration

indicate
indicative
gene
genetic
excel
excellence
adapt
adaptation
crime
criminal

Spelling Words

 8. _____________________

 9. _____________________

 10. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child learned to spell related words. Ask your child to tell how the related words 
differ in part of speech. 

Ancient Greece
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Related Words 2

Context Clues Write the list word that best completes each sentence.

1.  Stealing cars is a ___. 

2.  My job is to be ___ quarterback in case the first-string 

quarterback is injured. 

3.  I learned to ___ to the cold when my family moved to Alaska. 

4.  My aunt works at home so she has an ___ in her home. 

5.  In school, I ___ at math. 

 6.  Consumer confidence is good for the ___. 

 7.  Most people in my family have a ___ that makes them tall. 

8.  Your temperature is 98.6º, which is ___. 

9.  Your symptoms ___ that you have the flu. 

 10.  We can ___ this old house to its original beauty. 

Word Scramble Unscramble each word below to form a list word. 
Write the word.

11.  lcarniim

 12.  eivnidtiac

13.  naodpatiat

 14.  cgietne

 15.  eecxnceell

 16.  nroeisttaor

 17.  eavlittearn

18.  yntoirlma

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

Spelling Words
alternate alternative office official economy
economics normal normality restore restoration
indicate indicative gene genetic excel
excellence adapt adaptation crime criminal
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell easily confused words. Ask your child to pick a list word 
and use it in a sentence.
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Easily Confused Words

Word Sort Sort the list words by words you know how to spell and 
words you are learning to spell. Write every word. Spelling Words

 1. proceed
 2. precede
 3. advise
 4. advice
 5. formerly
 6. formally
 7. further
 8. farther
 9. personal
 10. personnel

 11. immigrate
 12. emigrate
 13. college
 14. collage
 15. descent
 16. dissent
 17. persecution
 18. prosecution
 19. envelope
 20. envelop

Challenge Words
 21. complimentary
 22. complementary
 23. eminent
 24. imminent
 25. liable
 26. libel

Generalization Some words are easily confused because they have similar 
pronunciations and spellings: advise, advice.

 words I know
 how to spell

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

 14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words

 words I know
 how to spell

21. ____________________

22. ____________________

 words I’m 
 learning to spell

23. ____________________

24. ____________________

25. ____________________
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Home Activity Your child learned the meaning of related words. Ask your child to use two of the 
similar words in a sentence.
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Easily Confused Words

Words in Context Pick a list word to finish each sentence. Write it.

1. My sister is starting her first year of (college/collage) this fall. 

2. Many people (emigrate/immigrate) to the United States each year. 

3. Do you always ask such (personal/personnel) questions? 

4. I don’t wish to discuss the matter any (further/farther). 

 5. Political (descent/dissent) is a part of democracy. 

 6. I will dress (formally/formerly) for the wedding. 

7. May I give you some (advise/advice)? 

 8. We should (proceed/precede) with caution through the intersection. 

9. Put the letter in the (envelop/envelope) before you mail it. 

 10. He suffered (persecution/prosecution) at the hands of his enemies. 

Word Meanings Write a list word that fits each meaning.  

11.  to go before 

12.  to give suggestions 

13.  previously 

14. more distant 

15.  employees 

16.  to leave one’s country 

17.  artwork made of various materials 

18.  a downward step 

19.  the act of carrying on a lawsuit 

20. to enclose or enfold 

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
proceed precede advise advice formerly
formally further farther personal personnel
immigrate emigrate college collage descent
dissent persecution prosecution envelope envelop



Name

PROOFREAD

Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words that are easily confused. Ask your child to pick 
five list words, spell them, and use them in a sentence.
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Easily Confused Words
Proofread a Newsletter Circle six spelling errors in the newsletter. Write the 
words correctly. Find a misplaced comma. Write the sentence correctly 
on the line.

Friendly Advise for Catching and Cooking Crabs

You don’t need a collage education to go crabbing. 
Crabs are easy to catch. All you need is string, a net to 
envelope the crabs, and a large bucket or cooler. Crabs, 
are found around boat moorings and piers. I advize you 
to use fresh bait. Crabs follow the scent the bait leaves in 
the water. 

Cooking crabs is as simple as catching them. Just deposit 
the live crabs (Dead ones can make you sick!) in a large 
pot of boiling water, than add your personnel favorite 
spices. Wait about fifteen minutes until the shells turn 
crimson. 

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. __________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. Write it on the line.

8. proseed  proceed

9. advise advize

10. formerly formurly

11. firther  further

12. personnel personel

13. imigrate  immigrate

14. collage colage

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 since
 then

proceed
precede
advise
advice
formerly
formally
further
farther
personal
personnel

immigrate
emigrate
college
collage
descent
dissent
persecution
prosecution
envelope
envelop

Spelling Words

 8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words that are easily confused. Say a list word, use it in a sentence, 
and ask your child to spell it. Repeat with other words.
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Easily Confused Words

Classifying Write the list word that belongs in each group.

 1. private, not public, ___

2.  painting, sculpture, ___

3.  wrap, enfold, ___

4.  school, university, ___

5.  give recommendations, give suggestions, ___

6.  previously, earlier, ___

7.  employees, workers, ___

8.  leave, relocate, ___

9.  come, arrive, ___

10.  move forward, go ahead, ___ 

Drawing Conclusions  Write the list word that matches each clue.

11. You can mail a letter in this.

12. If you break a law you may be subject to this.

13. People with unusual beliefs sometimes suffer this.

14. If you disagree with something, you are expressing this.

15. If you are first in line you do this.

16. If you make a suggestion you are giving this.

17. When you are all dressed up you are dressed this way.

18. When you are more distant you are this.

19. If you are going down from a higher place you are making this. 

20. If something goes to a greater extent it is this.

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
proceed precede advise advice formerly
formally further farther personal personnel
immigrate emigrate college collage descent
dissent persecution prosecution envelope envelop
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words ending in -ice, -ise, and -ize. Pick three words from 
the list and ask your child to identify the ending.
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Word Endings -ice, -ise, -ize

Word Sort Sort the list words by their endings.
Spelling Words
 1. memorize
 2. advertise
 3. service
 4. realize
 5. justice
 6. exercise
 7. recognize
 8. organize
 9. civilize
 10. apprentice

 11. supervise
 12. sacrifice
 13. sympathize
 14. enterprise
 15. minimize
 16. cowardice
 17. improvise
 18. paradise
 19. vocalize
 20. compromise

Challenge Words
 21. immobilize
 22. hypnotize
 23. immunize
 24. merchandise
 25. pasteurize

Generalization The sound /£z/ can be spelled ize or ise: memorize, 
advertise. The sound /£s/ can be spelled ice or ise: sacrifice, paradise. 
The sound /is/ can be spelled ice: service.

 -ice
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

 -ise
6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 -ize
13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words
 -ise
21. ___________________

 -ize
22. ___________________

23. ___________________

24. ___________________

25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words ending in -ice, -ise, and -ize. Ask your child to pick a list word 
and define it.
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Word Endings -ice, -ise, -ize

Synonyms Write a list word that has the same meaning as each word or phrase below. 

1. speak 

2.  make up 

3.  lessen 

4.  business 

5.  oversee

6.  beginner

7.  put in order 

8.  work out 

9.  become aware 

10.  fairness 

Words in Context Write a list word to finish each sentence.

 11. My brother and I reached a ___ about using the computer. 

12.  When I grow up I want to live in a tropical ___. 

13.  Blaming others for your mistakes is a form of ___. 

14.  I ___ with your unhappy situation. 

15.  Sometimes you can help others by making a small ___. 

16.  I am trying to ___ my unruly puppy. 

17.  You looked so different that I did not ___ you. 

18.  The waiters at that restaurant provide good ___. 

19.  If you want to sell something it is good to ___ it. 

20.  I often ___ the words to my favorite songs. 

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

19. ___________________

 20. ___________________

Spelling Words
memorize advertise service realize justice
exercise recognize organize civilize apprentice
supervise sacrifice sympathize enterprise minimize
cowardice improvise paradise vocalize compromise
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words ending in -ice, -ise, and -ize. Ask your child to 
pick and spell two list words that have different pronunciations for -ice.
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Word Endings -ice, -ise, -ize
Proofread a List Circle six misspelled words in the list below. Write them 
correctly. Find an incorrect verb form. Write the phrase correctly on the line.

Conservation

Measures that can be taken to minamize 
loss of resources

 • sacrifise by take shorter showers

 • organize and supervize conservation groups

 •  exercize care when your using pesticides and 
fertilizers

 • realise you can make a difference

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. 
Write it on the line.

8. supervize supervise 

9. sacrifice sacrefice

 10. simpathize sympathize

11. enterprise enterprize

12. minemize minimize

 13. cowardice cowardise

 14. improvize improvise

 15. paradise paredise

 16. advertise advertize

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Words

 Florida
 you’re

memorize
advertise
service
realize
justice
exercise
recognize
organize
civilize
apprentice

supervise
sacrifice
sympathize
enterprise
minimize
cowardice
improvise
paradise
vocalize
compromise

Spelling Words

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

15. _____________________

16. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child has learned to spell words ending in -ice, -ise, and -ize. Ask your child to 
make sentences with the list words in Exercises 1–10. 
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Word Endings -ice, -ise, -ize

Word Search Find and circle ten list words in the puzzle. Write the words on the line.

       J C I L D N S A T V J N

       E C I T E H T A K M Y Z

       C S A V F C B F E A C D

       I C I A I L I Z B G N Z

       D U X V M L I V J Q K O

       R N L H O L I U R T V R

       A K V K A R S Z T E F G

       W G Y C U T P I E J S A

       O L O M I N I M I Z E N

       C V D C X D X S I Q U I

       U U E Z I L A E R H G Z

       H E Z I H T A P M Y S E

Missing Word Write the list word to complete each phrase.

11. ___ the workers 

12. ___ the products

13. a tropical ___ 

14. a new business ___

15. agree to a fair ___ 

16. a carpenter’s ___

17. the ultimate ___

18. very strenuous ___ 

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

 11. ___________________

12. ___________________

 13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

 16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

Spelling Words
memorize advertise service realize justice
exercise recognize organize civilize apprentice
supervise sacrifice sympathize enterprise minimize
cowardice improvise paradise vocalize compromise

civilize
cowardice
improvise
justice
minimize
organize
realize
service
sympathize
vocalize
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Home Activity Your child is learning to spell words with Latin roots vis, spect, don, and cur. 
Say a word and have your child spell it.
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Latin Roots 2

Word Sort Sort the list words by their Latin roots.
Spelling Words
 1. vision
 2. suspect
 3. visible
 4. donate
 5. spectator
 6. visor
 7. current
 8. excursion
 9. revise
 10. pardon

 11. prospective
 12. provision
 13. supervisor
 14. inspector
 15. spectacle
 16. concur
 17. recur
 18. visitor
 19. donor
 20. donation

Challenge Words
 21. spectacular
 22. introspection
 23. visionary
 24. visibility
 25. occurrence

Generalization The Latin root vis means “see,” spect means “look,” don 
means “give,” and cur means “run.”

 vis
1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 spect
8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. ___________________

11. ___________________

 12. ___________________

 don
13. ___________________

14. ___________________

15. ___________________

16. ___________________

 cur
17. ___________________

18. ___________________

19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Challenge Words
 vis
21. ___________________

22. ___________________

 spect
23. ___________________

24. ___________________

 cur
25. ___________________
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Home Activity Your child wrote words with Latin roots. Ask your child to say and spell the list words 
with the Latin root vis.
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Latin Roots 2

Word Meanings Write a list word to match each definition.

 1. likely to come about; expected

 2. giving a gift to charity

 3. statement making a condition

 4. one who donates something

 5. an overseer

 6. a guest

 7. one who inspects or examines things

 8. to occur again

 9. to agree

 10. something to look at

Word Clues Write the list word that matches each clue. 

 11. The ability to see is this.

 12. When you forgive someone you do this. 

 13. Someone who may have broken a law is this.

 14. When you make changes to something you do this. 

 15. This is a trip you take. 

 16. Something that can be seen is this.

 17. People who give something to charity do this. 

18. Something worn to shield the eyes from sunlight is this. 

 19. Someone who watches is this.

 20. This is a swift flow of water.

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

 10. ___________________

11. ___________________

12. ___________________

13. ___________________

14. ___________________

 15. ___________________

16. ___________________

17. ___________________

 18. ___________________

 19. ___________________

20. ___________________

Spelling Words
vision suspect visible donate spectator
visor current excursion revise pardon
prospective provision supervisor inspector spectacle
concur recur visitor donor donation
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Home Activity Your child identified misspelled words with Latin roots. Ask your child to pick a list 
word, define it, and use it in a sentence
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Latin Roots 2
Proofread a Paragraph Circle six misspelled words in the paragraph below. 
Write the words correctly. Find a sentence with a capitalization error. 
Write it correctly.

Dad’s New Job

My dad recently interviewed for a job in another state. 
He met with the superviser of a computer manufacturing 
company. They discussed a prespective job opportunity as 
an inspecter. The new job would be more of a challenge 
than his currint job. After an excurtion to the new 
state, he decided to revize his plans. he will probably 
take the job.

1. ________________ 2. _________________

3. ________________ 4. _________________

5. ________________ 6. _________________

7. ______________________________________________________

Proofread Words Circle the word that is spelled correctly. 
Write it on the line.

 8. curent current  currint

 9. visor vizor  vizer

 10. visible vizible  visibul

 11. excurzion excersion excursion

12. spektator spectator spectater

13. suspekt suspect suspecked 

14. vizion vision  visiun

15. donate donnate doneat

16. donation doenation donasion

17. parden pardin  pardon

18. specticle spectacle spectecle

Spelling Words

Frequently
Misspelled

Word

 clothes

vision
suspect
visible
donate
spectator
visor
current
excursion
revise
pardon

prospective
provision
supervisor
inspector
spectacle
concur
recur
visitor
donor
donation

Spelling Words

8. _____________________

9. _____________________

10. _____________________

11. _____________________

12. _____________________

13. _____________________

14. _____________________

15. _____________________

16. _____________________

17. _____________________

18. _____________________
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Home Activity Your child spelled words with Latin roots. Ask your child to pick a list word, spell it, and 
think of a word that rhymes with it.
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Latin Roots 2

Word Search Find ten list words in the word search. Circle each word and write the words on 
the lines.

        L T B G M Q A C R N Z Z

        E V I T C E P S O R P M

        R I S U M K Q I T C Q Y

        Y O K D E Z S D C J E V

        J J S A O I U R E G W C

        I Q O I V N E O P V V U

        K Z R O V V A Q S L V R

        K V R U I R U T N C U R

        F P C S C X E H I H M E

        I R E N A E H P F O W N 

        R O S I V J R F U T N T

        E X C U R S I O N S P K

Forming Words Combine a Latin root with each word part below to form a list word. Write it.

 11. con___ 12. ___ate

 13. ___or  14. su___

 15. ___ion  16. ___ible

 17. par___ 18. ___itor

 19. ___ator 20. ___acle

 1. ___________________

2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

 6. ___________________

7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

9. ___________________

 10. ___________________

Spelling Words
vision suspect visible donate spectator
visor current excursion revise pardon
prospective provision supervisor inspector spectacle
concur recur visitor donor donation

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

donation
inspector
provision
revise
current
visor
prospective
recur
excursion
supervisor
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